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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, August 5, 1968
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Fourteen Persons
Cited By Police
Fourteen persons were cited
by the Murray Police Department on Saturday and Sunday.

Prize Winners For
Otasco Opening
Announced Today

Vol. LXXX`IX No. 185

Senatorial Candidates Are
Alike On Law And Order

Several winners were anThey were three for reckless nounced taday of the door priasociety are
FANCY FARM, Ky. tat— Re- blame on
also
es offered by the new Otasco
driving, one for allowing perpublican Marlow W. Cook and those who would not call the
A Murray family arrived son to drive a car in a reckless store at their Grand Opening Democrat Katherine
Peden criminal a criminal but rather
Honest folks we never correhome last night after four days' manner, one for public drun- here last week in Bel-Air Shop- sound more alike than not a patient made ill by society,"
sponded with a dog before.
vacation to find their home on kenness and disorderly conduct, ping Center.
We'll admit that we have talkwhen discussing one of the Cook said. '"rhis may have
Sunset Boulevard blacked with one for public drunkenness, one
ed "with them, but we never
major issues facing America some truth .to it, but what hap
The
color
TV
set
was
won
soot and smoke.
for no operator's license, drivpens to the innocent citizen
expect them to speak back vertoday-big city riots.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Cooper ing while intoxicated, and run- by Eli Alexander of the Murbally. Action, yet, but not verBoth nominees for the U.S. while we tolerate the patient?"
and daughters, Jan. Christy, and ning to avoid arrest, one for no ray Plaza Motel. A set of Bruns- Senate seat currently held by
Cites Assassination
bally or in writing.
Sarah, had left Thursday morn- city auto sticker, two for no wick tires were won by Donnie retriing Republican Thrust-on
ing for a vacation in the Great headgear on while driving a Newberry of 1415 Vine Street. B. Morton spoke at length
Cook also assailed the conSmoky Mountains.
motorcycle, one for passing on
Winner ef the vacuum clean- about the crisis in the streets tention that society as a whole
Anyway we gg_ a letter from a
Department-4
The Murray Fire
a yellow line at the intersection er was Frank Turner of Pur- during the 88th annual picnic must bear a collective guilt
dog today and it can write real
was called to the home yester- of 16th and Highway 121, one year Route Five.
and barbecue in this Graves for the assa,winatioti of U.S.
well too.
day at 10:05 a.m. The booster for petty larceny, one for disMrs. E. W. Riley of 817 Sha- County community Saturday. Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
was used to extinguish the regarding a stop sign, and one VVa
The result was, a basic agreeMiss Peden, who was the
Here it is.
Circle was the winner of
flames in the fires in two of for disorderly conduct.
member of President Johnthe Flying-0 Bike and Don Pas- ment.
TOM HOPKINS, manager of the new CooperMertin the bedrooms, according to the
"Violence and
destruction son's commission which studDear Editor:
chall of Murray won the Zebto
grocery in the Bel-Air Shopping Center stands in on* of the firemen.
cannot be tolerated in a law- ied big city riots, asserted that
rod and reel.
spacious aisles of the store. The new grocery opens tomorful and orderly social struct- extremism must be condemned
My name is Taffie and
row with a large number of sincials and door prizes.
Firemen said that flames had
The prizes were given during ure," commented Miss Peden. regardless of who is involved.
want to thank you for helping
room
dining
also charred the
the Grand Opening of the new
Cook, who currently serves
She said the battle against
me with my problem. You see,
and kitchen floors. The fire had
Otasco store by Mason Karns, as Jefferson County judge, fol- urban
disorders
must
be
6 I sin unloved. When I was only
through the
hole
burned
a
manager
of
the
store
and
Harlowed Miss Peden on the ros- fought at the base, both urban
a few weeks old some cruel perbedrooms.
the
one.
of
floor
in
old
Griggs,
assistant
manager.
Dr Richard Stout is reported
trum.
and rural.
son dropped my sister and I on
Smoke damage was reported to be progressing very well, at
No Collective Guilt
Miss Peden called for strong
a street here in Murray. Whohouse.
throughout
the
the Baptist Hospital, Memphis,
"This is not a sickness of rural and smalltown developever it was. is -.lucky that I
and
Christy
The clothes of
Tenn.
-any collective guilt or collec- ment to
reserve
migration
don't remember who it was or
Sarah and some of Jan's clothes
tive responsibility for criminal trends to overcrowded big citMrs.
Mrand
ofStout,
son
I might get back at him when I
r.
according to
destroyed,
were
The ies. "Let's keep Kentucky's
violence," Cook said.
get older and grown up. I don't
--- Carl Sout of Murray, was taken
Mr. -Cooper.
Fred Gingles is now recup- sickness is that to tolerate such young people in Kentucky, for
know how someone could not
The new Cooper-Martin
Police Brent Mann- ill last week and sent to the erating at his home on Far- an outrageous state of affairs." they
Chief
of
are our most important
love a sweet little puppy like Food Department Store opens mately 600 people and it is ing said an investigation is be- Memphis hospital last Thursmer Avenue after sufferi,ng a
And both candidates echoed resources," she added.
me.
in Murray tomorrow according estimated that the Murray, ing conducted for suspected day. He is • the son-in-law of
Other Issues
Well I am not completely un- to Tom Hopkins, manager of Kentucky store will employ 20 arson in the fire at the Conner Mrs. Betty Hahs and the late light stroke at his home on remarks about what must hapJuly 23. He was hospitalized pen to those in society who
to 30 people from the Murray
loved. A few days later a cou- the firm.
The
two
nominees
also
Fla il Robert- Dr. Robert Hahs.
Chi
f
ome.
Fi
re
e
returned
home
July
26
and
on
break laws.
ple of college girls were out
Mr. Hopkins said that the area including full time and son is on vacation.
touched on issues such as taxAugust
1.
on Thursday,
"Those who break the law ation, farm income and inflamany part time employee.
looking for their cat when they store
is ' advertising
Two trucks with five regular
Mr. Gingles is doing fine must be punished," Miss Pe- tion
The Cooper-Martin headquarfound us. They took us back to special items in todaya Ledger
during the picnic speechfiremen
duty
off
firemen and
and is able to be out some. His den said.
We must fight es.
"double- ters are located at 425 CraigThe
Times.
their apartment. gave us a bath and
call. The firemen
the
answered
Nashville,
son,
Pat
Gingles
of
all
of
the
resources
crime
with
was
and fed us. Oh, that food
truck," on pages six and seven
Taxation, usually a vital is(Continued on Back Page)
were back at the station by
Tenn., vies here last week and at hand with full support, in- sue
god, it was the first we had of today's paper, also shows
in Kentucky elections, apa.m.
10:45
father
home
from
brought
his
cluding federal financial as- peared assured of a major spot
in a long time. They loved us the many door prizes being
Cooper and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
caning
workshop
A
chair
the
hospital.
sistance for law enforcement again this year.
and played with us and gave given by the store.
daughters arrived in Murray a- will be held at the Community
officials."
Miss Peden accused Cook of
Cooper-Martin will open at
us a nice soft clean bed to sleep
seen
had
They
p.m.
6:30
bout
Center on Ellis Drive on WedCook said the guilt lies with assisting Gov. Louie B. Nunn
in. (That's much better than 9:00 a.m. tomorrow in Bel-Air
Cooper before nesday, August 7, at 9:30 a.m.
Hewlett
Mrs.
the
individual
criminal.
"If
sounin passage of his sales tax insleeping on the cold ground
Shopping Center.
they arrived at their home and
ciety is sick, it is sick only in crease legislation during the
der a house.)
Mrs. Juanita Amonett, area
damage had been
that
Food
knew
Cooper-Martin
The
this regard-we are being too 1968 General Assembly.
We weren't feeling too well Chain has had an
— -average
done to the house. They are extension agent in housing,
easy on the criminal."
Cook rebounded with a reso they took us to the doctor growth of over one new store
Betty Lowry was the medalThe regular ladies day of now staying with relatives and will conduct the workshop
"Those who would pin the minder that the original threeand got us all well again. You each year since the company golf will be held at the Call- friends until tha investigation here in Murray on Wednesday. ist for the women of the Callcent sales tax was imposed by
should see how fat we are now. was founded 21 years ago in oway County Country Club on is completed so that they can She will conduct a workshop oway County
Country Club
the Democratic administration
But then our troubles started Nashvile, Tennessee. The firm Wednesday,. August 7, with tee begin the cleaning up procec in the basement of the Benton when they were the guests of
of former Gov. Bert Combs,
again. Although the girls loved was started by R. J. Cooper off time at nine a.m.
, Methodist Church Tuesday at the Paris, Tenn.. Country Club
of their home.
and that it wat a Democraticthey could not keep tis. and the late J. Fred Martin in
on Friday.
i9:30 a.m.
Beth Belote will be the golf
controlled legislature that apOther winners were Evelyn
1947. Both of these men were hostess. Any golfer who wishes
proved
(Continsted_on Back Page)
the additional two
Margaret
Jones, runnerup
veterans of several years of to qualify for Medal play is
cents this year.
Shuffett, middleman: Betty Jo
1
experience with one of the lar- urged to come Wednesday and
Purdom, low putts; Judy LatiVirginia Jones will be the
gest food chains in the nation. sign for the play.
mer, longest drive on No. Six. golf hostess for the regular
Pairings have been complet
The Cooper-Martin stores are
About eighteen women from ladies day to be held at the M
supplied with their grocery ed for those already signed up,
Murray were guests of the Par- Oaks Country Club on Wednesproduct and fresh produce by but any lady golfer who wish-'
is Club for a delightful lunch- day, August 7.
Malone & Hyde, Inc., Nash- es to play, she is asked to be
eon and day of golf play.
Tee off time will be at nine
ville, Tennessee a division of at the club at nine a.m.
Sunday was an outstanding
a.m. Mrs. Vines, phone 753The pairings are as follows:
the Malone & Hyde Company,
day at the First Baptist Church
5401, urges all women golfers
9:00 Betty Lowry, Evelyn
Memphis, Tennessee, the southwhen it was announced that the
of the club to come out and
•
Lamb, and
east largest and leading whole- Jones, Madelyn
church was debt free. This was
play.
Venela Sexton.
sale grocery company.
also the 20th anniversary of the
A potluck luncheon will be
9:10 Frances Hulse, Betty Jo
Cooper-Martin's merchandispastor of the church. Dr. H. C.
served at noon with the drinks
ing policy puts emphasis on Purdom, Glenda Hughes, and
Chiles.
The Ladies City Bowling As- and rolls being furnished.
James McNair' of Route national brands, such as Libby, Carol Hibbard.
Murray scored three big runs
The church in 1966 purchassociation will meet Tuesday,
been
has
Tenn.,
9:20
Puryear,
Alice
Purdom,
Jerelene
Two,
Del Monte, Heinz, Stokely,
in the forth inning of the Pony
ed a new three manual Allen August 6, at 7:30 p.m. at Co*
manslaughter
with
charged
Kraft, Swift, Scott, Hunt. Na- Sullivan, Grace James, MarLeague Sectional All-Star Tourorgan for the sanctuary of the
vette Lanes on Main Street.
and is now in the Calloway bisco and many others too nu- garet Shuffett.
nament played Saturday night
church. At this time the altai New officers of the associa9:30 Judy Latimer, Inus Orr,
County jail awaiting bond for merous to mention.
to claim the Sectional Title, in
had to be remodeled and made tion are Martha Ails, presiAccording to the Vice-pres- Patsy Miller, and Ruth Wilson.
his appearance before the
larger to accommodate the new dent; Isabel Parks, vice-presia 7-2 win over South Gibson,
Grand Jury in September, ac- ident of the chain, Robert W. 9:40 Lou Doran, Frances Milorgan.
Ind.
secretaryScott,
dent;
Pat
the
ler,
of
Norma
office
Frank,
and
Anna
the
Tana
the
average customer
cording to
Murray will advance to the
• During the remodeling pro- treasurer; Betty Dixon, serThe funeral for Worth Mills
wants brands they know and Mary Adams.
County Judge.
Divisional Tournament at Pringram of the altar and choir geant-at-arms.
Three
was
Route
of
Benton
of
arrest
9:50
Edna Knight, Urbena
trust and can depend on for
A warrant for the
Ind.. which is to be playsection the pulpit was extended
-•
The ladies bowl in leagues held today at two p.m. at the ceton.
McNairl was sworn out by quality day in and day out. In Koenen, and Euldene Robinfour feet and made wider by on Tuesday nights. and Friday Linn Funeral Chapel, Benton ed later this week.
Kentucky State Trooper Ron- addition to the famous brand son.
eight feet with the organ cham- afternoons.
Mike Ward. drove in two runs
with Rev. Aubert Rose officia10:00 Eleanor Diuguid, Reba
ald Anderson of Trigg County merchandise.
bers on each side of the choir
Cooper-Martin
ting. Burial was in New Zion with a double. and Charlie
coming
season
for
the
Plans
James
Overbey,
Sadie
of
West,
and
death
Marthe
following
features their own Blue Ribloft.
Gibbs smacked two singles as
will be made at the meeting Cemetery.
tha Sue Ryan.
Walker, age 54, on Wednesday, bon and
Hyde Park label.
they,each drove in a pair of
Special rocking chair seats in Tuesday. All - members and inMr.
Mills,
age
77,
died
Sat10:20
Beth
injured
Be
lo
te
, Betty
July 31, who had been
These fine quality products
a mauve upholstery were in- terested persons are urged to urday at the Benton Municipal runs.
Hunter, Betty Scott, and Juliet
in a two car accident on U.S. are
ustially
priced
Murray scored one run in the
below Wallis.
H.
C.
Or.
Chiles
Hospital. He was a member of
attend.
(Continued on Back Page)
Highway 641 about 3.6 miles brands of comparable quality.
air
the New Zion Baptist Church. top of the first inning, to take
south of Murray on Sunday, Such items include. Blue RibSurvivors are his wife, Mrs. a one to nothing lead, but South
July 28, about 910 a.m.
bon Eggs, Fryers, Sliced Bacon,
Annie Mills; three daughters, Gibson came back in their half
by
signed
was
The warrant
Sausage, Wieners, Potato Chips
Mrs. Hallene Vasley of War- of the second and tied the
Calloway County Judge Hall and Hyde Park Bread, Sugar,
ren,
Mich., Mrs. Magdalene game at one all.
by
McCuiston and was taken
Milk, Ice Cream, Ice Milk and
Sirls
of Benton Route Three, No one was able to 'Score in
The Women's Society of
Trooper Anderson to. the Hen. Sherbet.
and Mrs. Robbie Parker of the third, but then Murray's
Christian
Service
of
the
First
ry County, Tenn., authorities
The Cooper-Martin company
Hardin Route One: two sons, big inning came in the fourth,
who made the arrest on Fri- currently employs
approxi- United Methodist Church will
Robert Louis Mills of Benton and they took a 4 to 1 lead.
exwaived
meet
McNair'
Tuesday,
August
night.
6,
at
day
Route Three and Wilford Mills
The two teams each picked
ten a.m, at the Hale Chapel.
tradition and was brought to
up one run in the sixth, but
of
Newburg.
Ind.;
13
grandNow
You
Know
Deputy
''
Mrs
F. E. Crawford of the
the county jail by
children; 15 great grandchild- then Murray picked up two inFaith Doran Circle will be in
Sheriff Curt Willoughby.
ren.
surance runs in the top of the
Trooper Anderson said that By United Press International charge of the program on the
seventh to ice the game at 7 to
The first national convent- theme, "Americans Abroad."
Walker was traveling south on
2.
Preceding the meeting the
U.S. Highway 641 South and ion of the Republican party
Johnny Rayburn was the wincame
assembled
in
Philadelphia
on
executive
north,
board
traveling
will
meet
at
McNair',
ning pitcher, striking out 8 batJune
wrong
17,
1856,
and
nominated
9:15
a.m.
in
the
the
social hall.
around a -Curve on
ters and walking only one. Mike
Mrs. Goldia Curd, president,
side of the road. Walker John C. Fremont for.president,_
Jennings was the losing pitswerved to the right leaving He was defeated by Democrat urges all women of the church
cher.
to attend the meeting.
west James Buchanan.
the pavement of the
Mrs. W. G. Nash is -a patient Murray
100 301 2 7 7 2
shoulder as McNair] ran off
at the Baptist Hospital, Mem- So. Gibson
010 001 0 2 6 4
side
hit
same
the
on
road
the
phis, Tenn., after suffering
ting the Walker car headon,
from a heart ailment on SaturAV
AnderTrooper
according to
day.
son.
The Murray woman is schedaliod Prose listorsatIonal
_
Both Walker and McNairl
uled to undergo surgery Tues6 were
Gargus
underwent
surPaul
admitted to the Murrayday afternoon for the installatCalloway County Hospital af- By United Press International gery on his left hip on ThursMurray Assembly No. 19 Orion of a pace maker to regulate
day
at
the
Vanderbilt
Hospital,
was
McNairl
Clear
to
accident.
partly
cloudy
today
ter the
der of the Rainbow for Girls
her
heartbeat.
released from the hospital on through Tuesday with isolated Nashville, Tenn. Ile is reported
will have its inspection at the
Monday. but Walker succumb- afternoon and evening thun- to be doing good.
Masonic Hall on Wednesday,
address
for
those
His
who
ed at eight p.m. Wednesday. dershowers mostly cast. High
August 7.
send
him
cards
would
like
to
Funeral services for Walker today mid 80s east to mid •90s
Miss Sherrie Tarter of Somwere held this morning at ten west. Low tonight mostly in or letters is Paul Gargus, Room
erset, Grand Worthy Advisor
6445, Vanderbilt Hospital, Nasho'clock at the Cole Garrett the 70s.
of Kentucky. and Mrs. Lorville, Tenn.
Funeral Home, Goodlettsville,
raine Payne, Supreme Hope of
NatLOUISVILLE,
Ky.
.11-11—
the
The
in
burial
Tenn., with
the International Order of the
The
Murray
of
Division
the
VISITING
AUSTIPIS
five-day
Nashville,
Kentucky
weather
out* tonal Cemetery in
Tappan Company began regular Rainbow for Girls, will be prelook, Tuesday through SaturTenn.
sent.
operation
today after being
and
Mrs.
Orval
Rev.
Austin
Walker was the son of the day.
A potluck supper will be
closed
down
for
three
week
Temperatures will average 3 of Clifton Heights, Pa., are exlate Mr. and Mrs. Noble Walkserved at 6:30 p.m and the inPictured here Is the Nearly remodeled after section of tIve sanctuary of the First Baptist
The
plant
closed down after
Church which was compip•od In the summer of 1967, but has lust been paltfor completely,
er of Calloway County. He was to 6 degrees above the normal pected to arrive today fot a
will follow the sup...
the work day on Friday, July section
visit with friends in Murray. making the church now dobt free. On the right of the pulpit is the new re manual Alcustodian at Murray State Uni- 86-90 highs and 63-72 lows.
per.
12,
for
the
annual
vacation
of
will
be
the
-Rainfall
is
They
houseguests
of
veteran
expected
to
Army
total
an
,veraity and
len organ purchased by th• church for $24,615 in 1966, and on the left Is the piano. Spooled
The regular meeting of the
the employees. During the vaea' of World War 11 The Max H one quarter to near a half inch Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Crawford. rocking chair seats are provided for forty-seven members of the choir. The entire cost of
Assembly will be held Tuesday,
tiott
period,
small
maintenance
is
a
mainly'
Austin
former
was
east
pastor
half as afternoon Rev
Churchill Funeral Home
the remodeling and the organ wffs $45,000. paid for by special offerings and through the
at seven p.m Miss
trews worked in the cleaning .August 6,
First
the
Presbyterian church budget,
in charge of the local arrange. thundershowers during the pe. of
Betsy Riley is the worthy adand
painting of the .elant.
nod.
Church-,in Murray.
ments.
1 visor 'of the Murray Assembly.'

Cooper-Martin Opens hi
Bel--air Shopping Center

•

Fire At Home
Believed To
Be Arson

10* Per Copy

Dr. Richard Stout
Progressing Well

Fred Gingles Now
Recuperating

Chair Caning Meet
Planned In Murray

Pairings Listed
Fr Ladies Day Of
Golf At Calloway

Betty Lowry Named
Medalist At Paris

Virginia Jones Is
Oaks Golf Hostess

6

Sunday Was A Red Letter
Day In History Of Church

McNairl Is
Charged With
Manslaughter

urrav Pony
League Wins
Sectional

Ladies Bowling
Group Plans Meet

Worth Mills Rites
Are Held Today

•

Murray WSCS Will
Meet On Tuesday

•

Mrs, W. G. Nash
Hospital Patient

WEATHER REPORT

•

Paul Gargus Has
Operation Thursday

Inspection Planned
By Rainbow Girls

Operations Resuincl
At Tappan Plitnt
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NixonCould Be Haunted By Thought:
Early Front Runners Don't Always Win!
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Sy !SAMSUN JOHNSON

Ceatral Press Assocsatiom
Correspondent
MIAMI BEACH- The biggest
IMO question here is whether a canNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE:6: WALLACZ IFTIEEER
didate with such a commanding,
N.Y..
York,
New
Life
BIdg,
Time
&
,
Tenn
Madison Ave , Memphis..
lead
in delegate strength as
Mich.
Stephenson Bidg. Detroit.
Richard Nixon seems to enjos
„., of the Repohlicei,
the
as
Entered at the POM Office, Murray, Lentudcy. for tranienimion
BOO i cams Matter
convention ever has stumbled
at the finish line and lost it all

SUBSCRIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray. per week Mc. per
month $1.10 In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year. 11.10;
Sanas 1 & 2. 0.00; Elsewhere E11.00. All service auberzipticos *LI&

The answer is that such an
upset has not happened often,
particularly in the_ G.O.P., but
it has happened often enough
"The Oeisaahdlag Clete Amin et a Cemmusity le lair "'
lategrity et he Neweipaper"
for Nixon cohorts not to count
their chickens before they are
hatched
Such upsets have happened
more often to the Democrats
with their longer and more
tumultuous party history, but
the Republicans have been far
By UNITED PRkSII INTERNATIONAL
less patient with losers If Nixon is nominated he will be the
Republican noMinee in hisonly.
SAIGON — Rep. Tran Ngoc Chan, a mernher of the-tory ever to get a second chance
South Vietnamese lower house, proposing that Sou, from his own party after he
Vietnam attempt to hold peace talks with Hanoi:
lost. except for Thomas E.
It Will show the people of the two parts North and Dewey, and you know what
South Vietnam and the people of the world, among the happened to him!

Thomas Dew•y

Richard Mime

Quotes From The News

Americans, that the representatives of the people Of
-South Vietnam are eager for peace too."--"

• • •

NI

WIAC-TV WSIX-1118 WOCN-TY
Channel 2

WSM-IV

Backstairs At The
White House

channel 5

Channol 4

SW

hi

Sy MERRIMAN SMITH
UPI White House Reporter

Wow.; Soares

.
:
i Soots
.11 Zs
Republicon
43 Convention
15

the White House photographer
whose pictures of President
Johnson now number in the
thouaands — the many
ands.
Shroeder visited Washington
earlier in the Johnson administration and while attending
White House meeting, spotted
Okamoto, a skilled cameraman
of Japanese lineage. Trying to
be friendly, the German defense minister who had spent
five years in Tokyo as his coostry's ambassador, fired a volley of Japanese at "Oki" and
obviously felt quite proud
himself.
When the minister conclu
what amounted to a small
ation in Japanese, Ok
who spent 11 years in Vi
said to Shroeder in flawless Gee'
man, "Mr. Minister, can we try
a language I understand?"
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TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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MONDAY EVENING PROCAMAS

WASHINGTON (UPI,- Back
stairs at the White House:
German
Defense
Gerhard Shroeders White House
visit a few days ago brought
forth a story indicative of the
broad talents of Yoich Okamoto,

JAMBS C. WILIIAMB, PUBLISHER
reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the &Mr.
ter Public Voice Items which In our opinion. are not for the best
"Merest of our readers.
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DEMOCRATS have almost
i herr&
iir!itmeor
an opposite tradition, illustrated
Time At The Ranch
LLifel°4Nows
by the three futile opportuniSearch ter Tore. r rev,.
1 1 'Ian Gels.
the
Texas
get
down
in
Folks
MIAMI — James Vach, 21, who was forced to fly his ties they gave William Jennings
Guiding Light
idea that for the rest of his
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
private plane to Cuba, described what happened.when Bryan, and.tillit two chances they
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Ten Years Ago Today

Pour streets-In Murray'have been deeded to the Commonwealth of Kentucky through the action of the City
Council. They are Fourth from Chestnut to Sycamore,
Main from east city limits to Twelfth, Twelfth from
Chestnut to Sycamore, and Chestnut from Fourth to
Twelfth._ _
Mr.and Mrs. W.1 Pain titHouston, Texas, were
hon.ared
with a picnic August 1 at the City Park.
Mr and Mrs R E. Kelley will return this weekend
from Harrisville, Mich, where they are visiting with
their daughter
The Kirksey charge of the Methodist Church will
have their first quarterly conference August 7 at the
Coles Camp Ground Church. Rev. W. S. Evans is district
superintendent of the Paris District. Rev. Bogard Dunn
is pastor of the charge.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
•

Why asketb thou me? ask them which heard sae;
what I have said unto them: behold, they know what I
said.—John 18:21.
Most of us know more of the truth than we w- ant to
-,ear and far more than we want to do anything about.
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Betting odds are quoted on
the outcome of conventions and
elections, but legally you never
could collect winnings in court
if the loser fails to pay off because. throughout the United
States, the courts hold-that such
a bet is -against public polity!'"
Worse, if it leakirout that you
made such" a wager you can be
barred from voting' in that elet
tion under some state laws. A
Democratic National COMMittee
chairman, no less, lost his Vote
that way in New York. when
August Belmont. famous sportsman, banker and politician was
challenged at the polls in 1864
because he made two 11%600
bets that General McClellan'
would restore peace if he beat

If a candidate bolts by 'leading his followers from a conventftim'the way Theodore Roosevelt did in 1912. and the Dixieerats did in 1948 when Truman
was nominated, he' is aaidaer be
like a horse that rushes off the
race track. Particularly loyal
followers of Candidates. are political henchmen, so called after
he grooms who-orsed to look
after the horse,
A stalking horse candidate
Whose strategy. is to feel out the

opposition for another candidate
is named after the horse that
English hunter, used to use as
a blind in sneaking up on game.
The bandwagon that delegates
are supposed to climb onto fl
switching to support an apparAbrallarn-Lincoin
ent whiner -dates barc1c--th- the
•••'' -colorful "log ealarn and
.
• • •
hard
,cider carnpaig,a" of, 1840, when
The language of convention's
General Harrison's supporters
and politics still is strictly out
often borrowed gaudily painted
of the horse and buggy days
circus'wagons on which a band

A • dark horse cand ittat e.
meaning a surprise upset winner, is named after an early
practice of some English Jock-

perched, and used-st-4.0-4ess4torchlight pa ra d e s Harking
back to this, political writers
first actually used the trim figuratively in describing the stampede orDemocratic delegates to
William Jennings Bryan in 1906
Political a heethorses get their

., .
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tamed on the left side next to
the wheel because the driver
could count on him to pull hardest and to steady the others
Not quite a -horsy" term, a
political ni a %. r rte. lc. such ts
Rockefeller is regarded by many

Nixon supporters, comes from
the same era and refers to an
unbranded calf on the range
• • •

For increased production
For better dairy traits

with select sires

This years collialon -In both
parties of the hawks and doves
is the first entry in American Your next crop of heifers can pro.
so fgt
.
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en thez
4
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..more.
m illt;i rnacitre
politics of the doves but a re.match for the hawks. The first' In udder attacpment, body depth,

time that hawks figured in an
election was -st'hen Thomas - Jef-

feet and leg strength, other chorea.
_Jerstice ia whic-to their dams eine

ferson in -1q98 branded those
who favored war with France

" h% key to both is choosing the
Select Sires rated high in the
particular factors yow want to
Improve, _

war hawks In, 1811. hawks ware
advocates of war with England,
arid Henry Clay lost the first of
his three bids for the presidency
partly becaurie he was called ,

hawk'
• • •

English volitical writer
James Bryce. in his book. -The
American Comonwealth," is beeys to darken the hair of fast
lieved to have invented the term
mounts in order to'concealtheir
“favorite wen." Bryce wrote that
true identity and win at higher
-a favorite son is one respected
odds. Disraeli. the great English
or admired in his own Ante, but
prime minister is supposed to name from the strongest
and little •Igarded beyond It " Thi
have adapted the term to poli- most reliable animal on
a four- term caught on and has 'deed
tics
hit, h stagecoach who was.sta• In general use since
An

We'll be shod to helm if you wish. le
selecting the bulls most Inely to sicilliOmplish the results you want. Ws
can supply information on pedigree,.
on production records, on the traits
which each bull most consistently
sires in his daughters. WI also know
what many of them haw done for
other dairy farmers in this area.
All the knowledge and sawn
Hence your coop has accurnulilted in many years of service
to many thotrsande of dairymen
across the state is yours to
command In budding a higher
profit herd.

Cali us today
Ire service
or information

Stanley Kramer
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Sy United Press International were baked 3 per cent.
Today is Mnday. Aug 5, use
In - 1912 the Progressive Par.
218th day of 1968 with 148 to ty, which dolled from the Re.
follow,
•
publicans, met in Chicae,, ta
The moou is between
iii nominate Theodore
Roosevelt
Eirit quarter and full y 'stage.
The morning star is Saturn. for President. .
The evening star is Venue I In 1962 actress Marilyn Vinn
On this day in history,catse .dred of an overdose of bar
111K-

In 1964 Premier Tshombe of
the Congo tried to form a coalition government and failed.
A thought for the day; John
Viscount. Morley said. "No man
can climb out beyond the
limitations of his own charac-
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There is'no reason whatever
to feel ashamed because your.
hair does not grow. Almost
every man and . woman has hair problems sooner or later
in life. Of course... you must do something while you can. _
Then you need not have reason for shame or being bald.
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HAIR SPECIALISTS methods. There is certainly no reason to be afraid of EBB's
Treatments! It's completeJy__,
safe, it doesn't hurt and it has "n-o side effeeti.7 It stimulates giowth, -removes -ugh
dandruff, reduces excessivr
hair fall, relieves Itchy scaly,
reduces oilness, and gives
your hair body and life.
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•
Male pattern baldness is
the rause of a great majority
of baldness and excessive
hair loss for which neither
the Ebb method nor any
•otheir method is effeetite.
Our method will not help
those nho are slick Said after
years of gradual hair loss.
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• All Consultations in Private
F. R. Baker
SEE ESS S STAFF DIRECTO,
Name Holiday Inn Motel, Murray, Ky.
AT
August • 6 __. 1960
WHEN Tuesday'
— ONLYDay
MO,,
DATE

ter":

II
II
II

word for it. You will be given
a written guarantee from the
beginning to the end' on a
prorated basis. We wouldn't
dare give such a guarantee if
it were impossible to help
You.

These- ra 44
charge or obligation to learn.
what you should or should
not do.
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GUARANTEED RESULTS
We don't ask you to-take our

FREE CONSULTATION

2,
11,

Sav

-doulit. by- tfiC modern-EMI'

Don't be ashamed or afraid
to come in. Take. a f-C•W minutes and Call for an appoint-

II

.
11

You can either spend a good .
part of your life trying every
suggested naethod - how to
shampoo- how to massage, —
etc.-0-r-, you can eliminate all.- -

Phone 153-29S4

MARSHALL-CALLOWAY
ARTIFICIAL HREEDING
CO-OP
Murray, Kentucky
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BALDNESS?

uCOOVereenflOtir

In 1861 the U.S government

imposed its first income tax
All ;Tomes over 8800.000
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ment or just drop in at your
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Is Having Hair',,
Important?

rn,

WED. thru SAT. *

II
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What Causes

ceasing routine functions of the
presidency can be performed
away from Washington, as well
U in thc White House, itself.
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SAVE At SAV-RITE Headquarters For All School Supplies At TOTAL Discount Prices
3 PIECE
89' Value
GENUINE
'2.98 Value SCHOOL
CAMPUS MATES SET
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Say-Rite Priced
Includes Genuine Fabric Covered 1 /
1 8"Ring
NOTEBOOK - SPIRAL THEME_ NOTEBOOK - SPIRAL CLASS NOTEBOOK
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2 PENS FREE1

79. Value_

Say-Rite Priced

200 Count

7 INK CARTRIDGES
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SHEAFFER CARTRIDGE PEN

AS ADVERTISED ON TV'
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III

SPECIAL
STENOGRAPHER TABLET
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Value

SAV-RITE
PRICED

You Save 59'!
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III
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SPIRAL
THEME BOOK
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LEARN-TO-LETTER
TABLET
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HYTONE ENVELOPES 49'
70 To A Box
Value
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PRICED

PENCIL ERASERS 15'
Pkg. of 6
Value

SAV-RITE
PRICED

Say-Rite Priced
PENCIL PACKAGE
9 Pencils plus Sharpener

KINDERGARTEN RUG
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Value

24" x 45"

12
8
NH STYLE SCHOOL
'1.98 Value
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BAG

4

• Texon Trimmed
Cloth Construction
• Lunch Peeket •
• Zippered Pencil Pocket
• Insertable I.D. Card

POGO PASTE
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29' Value
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PAF'ERBMATE
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11c
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MECHANICAL
PENCIL
2-RING
BINDER
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-CONTRACTOR=
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290', •
Aridiie
'1.05
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EIGHT
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,•IF.
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,[ED

POINT _
OR BLUNT-

11c
48c
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GET
THE PEN
THAT'S
'UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED!

PAPEReMATE

Say-Rite Priced

"NINETY
EIGHT"
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MUST PERFORM
OR WE REPLACE
IT fRUI

SAV-RITE
‘PR10ED
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III

98' Value

SAV-RITE
PRICED

WATER COLORS
8's
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RIM
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Sheaffer . . makes
you look good ...
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III

DEPEND ON
SAV-RITE
FOR ALL YOUR

'2.54? Value

YOUNGSTERS
SCHOOL NEEDS

Say-Rite Priced

Say-Rite Priced

EAST SIDE
OF SQUARE

TUTU DISTO1IT CE1TERS

4th & Maple
Murray, Ky.
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''B II Carriers"
at Miami Beach

.
sO
Band Plays
CoStars
'Molly Moguiras'
S '
Pleasance in'leepHOLLYWOOD , UP1)-ProHOLLYWOOD i UPI)-0
HOLLWOOD (UPI,HOLLYWOOD i UPI 1 -Engducer Alan Jay L e r n e r an- land's Donald Pleasence will winner Rod Steiger and
Thomas Murphy, Jr . of Nesflounced the Nitty Gritty flirt star with Peter McEnery and Claire Bloom will co-star in queening. Paa‘ will Play Sean
Band will play three numbers Olga Georges-Picot in "Sleep 'Three Into Two won't Go" Connery's so*. in "The Molly
on location in England
for his new !Um musical, Ls Lovely"
Magill" which was filmed
"Paint Your Wagon -.
in the mining region of northeastern Pennsylvania.
Balsam in Film
Spool Thriller
Tearer Trip
Featured Role
HOLLYWOOD I UPI)-Her- HOLLYWOOD tUPP--MarHOLLYWOOD (UPI)-Har- HOLLYWOOD i UPI i -CharChili
with
has nine Political Par- ry Carey landed a featured
fish
feat
bert Lom loins ROY Thihneil in yin Miller and Peter Duryea ties
role acter actor Martin Balsain The la11/est fresh wa
rel3reaantatiall In with Richard Wigimark and loins Patty Duke in 'Me Nat- hatchery in the world is located
"13°PPelganger.- a Via" ea- will play In producer Ray -_
s...ungress
alle" for Cinema Center ralna at Guttenberg, Iowa
ploration thriller.
Dorn's -Trip to Terror"
Lena Home In "Path"
I_
Title Rol.
HOLLYWOOD i UPII-Sharon Farrell will play the title
role In "The Little Sister"
which co-stars James Garner
and Gayle Hunnicutt

PAL*1. ki Va.
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Muhpila Contract
HOLLYWOOD iLJPI)
George Kennedy, on I he
strength of his Oscar nomir
tiop for best supporting adi or
in \"Cool Hand Luke," I JIB
signed a multiple picture cc ntract with Universal
• • •
In the Algonquin Indian la
guage, Potomac means "trading place," says the Natiot al
Geographic

Big Break
HOLLYWOOD , UPI)-Newcomer Michael Sarre= gets
the biggest break of his career
when he co-stars with Julie
Christie for Universal in "In
Search of Gregory"
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SENATOR Everett McKinley
Dirlisen of Illinois, Platform
Committee chairman, shields
his eye from those TV lights
in the GOP Ccnvention Hall
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E-Z Ride Quality

:411

SHOCKS
Re

INSULATED
MUGS

with coupon
I.

each
Fur most Lars..
or bettrr than original equipment..

Reg. $1.29. For dual
headlights. 12-volt
2-241-3,-•

SURE

Limit 4

2•''s

1.03

I

,ors

'
upOn
co

330

each

exch.
STOPS 4 Wheels
mak Fut most 1.. Ars. YOU
can ahsass depend
on 14.inglife Brake'

Special!
Installation
$8 a set

=6006 or =6012

l6ci

I.

4

"sss

with

. .-_- SAFE Reg. 7.98 set5.44
,migislik Sit of 8 for

For single headlights

Briquettes
.„

Longlife
BONDED
BRAKE
SHOES

1 QUICK

1121011r

=a 104as
CHARCOAL

PLASTIC

4 39$3233

The 450-gw

NM In NMI INN NMI

210( CLIP THIS COUPON VialaMEACK SAVE.SAVE•SAVE /301:03101Marr VALUABLE COUPON

ealed Beam

•

with
coupon

$

DiShWasher safe
Removable
white interior
.A.s.sorted exterior
colors. sa-i SsLimIt 1.

Hickory blended.
Quick starting. Hot
- burning

CHARCOAL

a,

BRIQUETS

Limit 2

h I le6

CLIP THIS COUPON
a

t

pfm44•41at presidential aspirant Harold E. Stassen
talks about his hair piece
. . cost $400
took two
weeks to make . . -The
television people tell me it
;. needs more work They are
-not tiatusrieci with iny image."

•
Sr°

-,ilikrsic Man
- HOLLYWOOD L-PI)-Poet:among writer Rod McKuen will
"write four songs for "A Boy
Harried Charlie Brown." the
first feature-length cartoon
film based on Charles M.
Schulz' cartoon strip "Peanuts"

a

,
'I Americans consumed 275.000
;tons of strawberries in 1967.
• • •
About 100.000 vacationers
'Visit Bermuda annually.
• • •
-*
2! The Tennessee Valley Au'
7thority .TVA , was signed into
:existence May 18. 1833. by
.President Franklin D. Roose•velt.
• • •
Scotland exports more t
40 million. gallons 'of whitslY
ni
annually, about half to the
United States.
• • •
The founder of Budclhiaml
was Siddhartha Gautama. an,
Indian prince born about 5601

•

!
v, nasal
111311111
'
-1
-113l,330,111:

LITTER
84SNET
Reg.
494 -23o

*4•.

:

VALUABLE COUPON

VT;
•

-

Don't be a litter bug. Han,
inside car: Choice of color,

Pre-soi(rned fyr
easy aPPlication

•

Transistor
Battery

41:11641,1
:4( WOW

tic

TIM6ISTO4t
411111itt

2FOR33

at

I ABLE COUPON
SAVE 404

:•.

:

Longlife

Reg.

:

Heavy Duty
"It
a
•

RPM
Nleets all _SAE specitscalion
2-oz. can. ti.)••••
Limit 2

"King Size"

Limit 2

•

SPRAY
PANT
6

with
coupon

Sprays on in seconds. last
drving. CfiZi-Fe of colors,

ft

_OM(VALUABLE COUPON ,,tW00
•

15-Qt. Plastic

IASIN

Reg 874

SAVE 25%

leak-prool
Alse

See

coupon73,

Unbreakable
'Assorted cillors.
it,

V.sot led

p.,„,..11

CLIP THIS COUPON

'CCM VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE 324
\
I

30-Quart

WASTE
saszer

:4(

with coupon

:Yr
..0""

SCREW
DRIVERS
Set of 6

I

31

SOVIET CZECHUI
Leonid Brezhne
ing with Czech

SAVE•SAVE•SAVE )112E2100;
)1(

766

Snap Fastener or
Eyelet

PLIERS

•

ektiGe

w,th coupon

970

with coupon
iii1.1
.
111,4
11111'_
s

-Z......•11111.1111.011.11111111t:-

with coropiin
I 111.0., -.11".11% 11‘ pr

214

1

/R FILTER
129

I

with coupon

764 4

Reg. 1.37 ape

Carburetor

3

quanta,.

•-iv ' .114 .0(
SAVE.SAVE.SAVE
11006"'''
"

1:41(

AIR MATTRESS

Reg. 1.39

No. *NOON

Burn-proof pad.
Silicone cover.

CLIP THIS COUPON

SAVE 384

6-Volt

41.0

Tough. durable cos ei
torsti-i

it4". :

each

Reg. 794

3FoR
4.40

,
111DUS1111Al
tAir1111111,1,
11/I

PAD e COVER

250

Also for power steering units. Type A.
1! 164 Limit

MARATHON

6" diameter.
so-- Limit 6.

SAVE 214

1.1,1111C(1

LANTERN
ATTERY •
SI
Reg.
94 66,

SAVE 32%
A

Assortc(i

:iv • , CLIP THIS COUPON

1

FIRE FIGHTERS
glass bucketmethod of fig
method has lat
decade. The-h
the bucket fill:

CLIP THIS COUPON )11010100

SALAD
SOWS

1/7PROOF GOLF
841LS,4';geach

FLUM

VALUABLE COUPON

:•".

LOOK! Therma-ware

•

TRANSMISSION

494

VALUABLE COUPON

Hefty duty "Big Bee.With 100-yds.,itif

OIL FILTER

eh .11 1.4 I"
11111111 N 11 111,11 11,1 to
'Iafl
.:4
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111...."
:4
:
1
4.4:
410
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c1 1:
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(I and
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FSDI

2.69

:41IIIi

tir
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BE[ AIR SHOPPING CENTER
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OTASCO

1

HOURS: 9 to 9 Weekdays
1 "to 5:30 Sundays

753-R391

liccArialmccorniaccoommacc€4,:eractomccormiccommfor-caccs.*:c
-a

_

•

"CONGRESSMEN
committee pein3
James O'Hara 01
• e. William I._
(auto, John -A. B

•

eig0P--WormassacrOti--tsierlicetcw.,.-zen .ii.t.'inrierwasWirsatairepartreittoollomittsr-

.414n
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4Y-0-VAC

sof 45°A) 9-Volt

Sturti plastic Assorted
colors A0-126.-

14c

CISME;C P THIS COUPON )1111001

*sot 224

:

coupon

with

•

Mr 4 SAVE•SAVE •SAVE

•

OFF

Reg. 4.66

Cleaner-Wax

730

.*: :•:"

1:20,04 REEL
-/

shssn:

into the cabinet

4:

SAVE •SAVE •SAVE ))

)1(

sep

veil*

SAVE.SAVE.SAVE )C0

L.0•7111

ectai0T1.11- V

FOR

elastic. Twist to
oop-olit

RAJ. 280
324

I.14 it*

510

&ei

:•::•: 41 :•'.

'OWL
SET

3

REG.
694

•

SPECIAL Johnson's

The oldest Quaker setti..anent west of the Iitsaisainni is
located at Salem. Iowa

410

CLIP THIS COUPON

ICE Cl/SE TRAY

.a.

VALUABLE COUPON

The U.S Geological Survey lists about 3.700 streams inTexas
• • •
More than 30 newspapers
were established in Texas between 1111.3-and 1845

DEPOSED .1, prenuni arid
tLinished from Iraq is Abdel
Kazz.ik Al.Naf tabovei by
President Ahmed Hassan AlBake., tbe man he helped into
offic e Jolt 17 Defense Minn 414ister Alacts4 Ka
share. the ',low (Mr
Al-Bakr told the Iraqis that
the two were plotting. to

•:4f:

,•1

• • •
Chile's average annual popu'anon increase is 2.7 per cent

•

••:0::*

_a

•

•

-7 ,
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PAUL lal.V.L

, 1068

HE LEDGER
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A 1 4/

nakirsinsi - AUUUST 5, 1988

ket Report includes 9 buying
stations.
-Receipts 645; Barrows and
Gilts 26c higher; Sows steady
Federal State Market News
to 25c higher
Service. August 5, 1968. KenUS 1-2 200-240 lbs. $21.00;
tucky Purchase Area Hoe Mar$20.25-20.75;
US 2-3_4200-240

•

Market Report

the
almsactor
has
con..jble,"tht

411111N4amrst,..
•
••

lantrad10tIal

,
•

•

US 2-4 180-240 lbs. $19 75-20.25-,
US 2-4 230-250 lbs. $19.25-19 75,
US 3-4 250400 lbs. 118.75-19.25
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 518.25-17.50;
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $15.25-16 25;
I,J6 2-3400-000 lbs. $14.75-15.25

tr.

,A

AL`

•;•:: • -X4'

'- -°'

,41k: :411/.• ARCAIWA"

AsrAist:Isa:

VICTOR CHAMPION ADDING '
'SUBTRACTING MACHINE
si NOW ONLY $9950
A Here's a versatile, all-purpose adding machine,
designed to give years of dependable trouble-

The 450-gallon fiberglass bucket is (tenter

free performance. This compact, 10-Key
Champion lists 7 columns and totals 8

of attention.

• (999.999.99). You'll find the Champion easy
and convenient to use: electric operation
makes tigurewoxi, text and effortless.

0

LEDGER & TIMES
OFFICE SUPPLY DEPT.

DA NANG DEFENSES South Vietnamese soldiers pause near a tombstone where a barbed
wire barricade is being built around Da Nang. A major assault is believed imminent at
-

.1111g.

(RmliophoUdr

411, 4111k .41VTADe. :Alb;

eou-Aormir Arcw.Ar,:mw.„:1
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ALL TIRE PRICES

OTASCO SL
ASHED!

OUR
GOLDEN
ANNIVERSARY YEAR "
7

s DAYS ONLY

Brunswick TUBELESS 4-Ply NYLON CORDS!
SIZE
Nod,walls

Plus To.
old tire

6.50 7.00x 13
6.45/ 6.95x14
7.35 7.00x14
7.75 6.70x15
7.75 7.50x14
FIRE FIGHTERS take to the or dangling a 450-gallon fiber- A.
Klass bucket-at Long Birtp, South Vietnam, where..4.hik.,,
method eff .flitting city fires hag been introduced. • The
method has been in. use by the U.S. Forest Service for a
decs.dar-The--helicopter is dipped low over a river or lake,
the bucket fills and is flown to the fire and (limped. Then
another fast trip for a refill.

8.15 7.141E15
8.25 8.00x14
8.45 7.60x15

All Whitewalls $2.50
more

NO MONEY DOWN
LOW EASY TERMS

30-Month Guarante
et
SIZE
Block walls

Sal•

Prit•

650 7.00x13
1.92
6.85 7.35x15
2.05
7.35 7.00x 14
2.06
7.75 7.50x14
2.19
7.75 ó.60x15
2.21
8.15, 7.1051 5
2.36
8.25 800x14
2.35
845 7 60x 1 5
2.54

All Whitewalls $2.50
more

36-Month Guar
anteet
SIZE
Block wails

EXCLUSIVE' 5-YEAR GUARANTEE
with FREE 2- EAR REPLACEMENT

SOVIET CZECHUP Kremlin leaders,follow Soviet party chief
Leonid Brezhnev right to a lunch recess during the meeting with Czech leaders at Cierna Nad Paoli. Czechoslovakia.

Our most powerful battery ever! The ultimate in dependable starting power. You
get maximum service at minimum cost!

12-Volt
Group 24
Most popular

2695

Trod.-in
PrK•

Sol• Proc•

6.50 7.00x1 3
6.45 6.95x14
7.35 7.00x14
7.75 7-50x14
1.75 6.70x 15
8.2511.00x14
8.15.-7)0x15

exch.

COTS

8.45 7.60x15

• 66 Extra large heavy duty plates

All Whitewalls $2.50
more

• 3984 sq. in. plate cirea

seen

• No Money Down

.. Low, Easy Terms

MOUNTING
FREE and ROTATION

GUARANTEE
HUE ItrPtACIMINT
within 2 YEARS of de

•

fectiret After ?-years,

fisploctenest will be

"CONGRESSMEN POR HUMPHREY" is the narne

James
William l Dawson of Illinois. Micharl .1 Kirwan (it
•
Ledo. John -A• ._.Blatnik of Minnesota They're co-411,111mill
-••

HOURS: 9, to 9 Weekdays
1 to 5:30 Stir iiavs

1
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OIASCO

, BEI. AIR SHOPPING CENTER "
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ownership chproing
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From left
being announced in Washington
O'Hara of 1-Michigan, Vice President Hubert Humph-
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-Brunswick Passenger Tire Guarantee
• Guaranteed against oil rood hotordi opd detects for the if,
of the orig,nol tread. if 'fire foils. we will, at our ophon,
,charging only for the tread worn
pa.• it heti or r•pleee
on a pro rata shore of thre •richange price plus tom
• Guarante•d against wear out for o specified number of
months. If treed wears out in ins period, we *14 replace it,
•
once plus tax.
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E
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THE

TO THE FIRST 250
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT

TUESDAY

SINIA'S

AUGUST, 6th
1 -LB BAG J.F.Q.

TV'S EXCMNG NEW GAME
presented by your friendly new
COOPER-MARTIN
Food Department Store

THURSDAY
AUGUST, iltir
1 Lb.I Pkg.

EGGS

SA AGE

With $3 Purchase or More.

With $i:00
Purchase

7Ectio,

Save 30c
(keg. 7')c)
1 lb. can
(Limit 2 cans ploas(')

LIBBYS (Reg. 25c)

With $3 Purchase or Nor

Catsup

19'

COFFEE
49°

Juice

LIBBYS (Reg. 27c)
4 ounce
r an

Viennas

Hydi Park Round I

LIBBYS Tomato (Reg. 39C)
14 _Oz.
Bottle

Pure Pori(

BLUE RIB

G Regular or Drip

TV Show Races with winning horse numbers on
Freed Cards given at your friendly Cooper-Martin
HERE'S ALL YOU DO

29c

46 ounce
can

LIBBYS Low Calorie ---- Halves
or sliced
1 piiund
13 ounce
can

19' Peaches

29c

WHITE BR
16 oillice
(FuII Pound)

Linil'

:

is

).00
Pnrchasf. or •
More

I(MVOS

please )

KRAFT
6 °z.99c hived

FLORIDA GOLD Frozen ORANGE

Juice

($1

cans

MORTON Frozen
oz.
pies

Pot Pies

HYDE PARK
I

I
4

I •

JEWEL

FOR RACES SAT. NIGHT, AUG. 10th, 1968
Card Color is "Blue" Number "315"
Each Time -Irou Visit C
- ooper_
,
Martin. (No Purchase Necessary)

Save 10C

SHOW TIME
Each Saturday Night
7:00 TO 7:30 p.m.

(Reg. 59C]

RAC -TV - CH. 5 I Tuna
A NUE
Crackers

0
2 oz can

—

MLR I

BAN

49

3 lb. Can

LUCKY STRIKE Light Meat Chunk

" Cabana's

HEINZ STRAIT4FD

SHOWBOAT

29' Baby Food 6

4 3/4

3C

Cans

ALL FLAVORS

(Reg. 25c)

rund 19t

3 oz
box

Jello
•
—.NNW

41r'

.

_

----••••••'"'""

10'

•

.
I

—

(Reg. 35c)

Pk. & Beans
Coffee

,
—

40 oz.

can

MAXWELL HOUSE Instant
Reg. $1.05
1-6 ounce _
ar

•

•

Biscuits
GOLDE

SHORTENING

Get Your Free Race Card

.
--..•!•••••••••••••••••••1104.

sirison

Grade 'A' Large BLUE RIBBON

Virth $ 3 Purchase or More

. . . by matching winning Horse Numbers in the

-

TO THE #IRST 250
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT
THE STORE .. .

AUGUST, 7th
1 DOZEN

COFFEE

WIN UP TO
$100m CASH
Simply pick up a 'It s Racing Time- card given free at Cooper-Martin.
fNo Purchase Neie•••ary • Hold your card until the -It's Racing Time" TV
Show each Sat at 7.00 P.M on WLAC-TV.
There are free complete horse races run during eachshow Famous sportaster, Jack DM& calls the races Alter each race you watch the TV screen
for
number of the horse that wins If the number on your card matches the
number of the hirse finishing first, you win. First Race Winner pays $2 DO,
Second
Race Winner pays $5 DO. Third Rate Winner pays SOC), Fourth Race
V..nner
pays $3.00, Fifth Race Winner pays $10000
/n the event you do- sot--watchthe TV Show, you can check your winning
ratimbers at Onoper-Martin after the races
Winning Cards are to be presented to C000er-Martm Strre •ir.,rie•-,ee:
for
seellissaloe within five iS, din SPAT the ShOW
Winners will receive theli•
prize m.,ney a‘i.hin 72 Ficu.s Euler vcraa.:....ou
New -strds are given weekly it Cooper-Martin starting a week
before each
show
Every weekly card has a separate color and is clearly
numbered with the
number of the week of the TV Show
Employees of Cooper-Martin, their adveribing agr-ne,,
and their immediate families dire ix:lease:4e to win

•

TO THE FIRST 250
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT
THE STORE . . .

COI4%.‘14

it's
CING
TIME!

01„r/tir EE

20c

LB
NEW GREEN

Cabba
JACK SPRA

97'

Salt

& T&

AL

t. o

—

0- /000

.ca

la a.% a •-• 0.• aa a

Auclui3T 6, 1g68

OPENING
Ot. M. OF THE BEAUTIFUL NEW

BEL A

FOOD

1111 SHOPPING CENTER
South 11th Street
& Highway U.S.641

DEPARTMEN1
VOL

4111!itgE

oneyuantities
S
t
Dea o/c1
ler's

TO THE FIRST 250
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT
THE STORE . . .

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

AUGUST, 8th
1 Lb. Pkg.
: RIBeipti Pure

AUGUST, 9th

SAUSAG

th $3 !Inclose or More

TO THE FIRST 250
CUSTOMERS TO VISIT
THE STORE. . .

SATURDAY
AUGUST, 10th

it/ ilk ir
To Be Given Away-At Drawing

1 h. 9 oz. Twin-Pak

EMGE

WONDER

WIENERS

POTATO CHIPS

With $3 Purchase or More

With $3 Purchase or More

(26 inch Deluxe Model)

IL

FREE POPCORN

I.

n.sopc

Velveeta

2 lb.

99c

FlourPlain

or

1B
0ag
lb.

Sugar Cured Smoked
piece

89, a Jowl Butts

PURE HOG

HYDE PARK

oz.
.es

1 lb. Bag GEE GEE

TENDER BAKE
box

Biscuits 6

8 oz.
cans

Pound

29' ,

39c 1Wieners

39' j

dor'

GOLDEN RIPE

FRYERFR BREAST
AU. WHITE WM

"Cabanas

LB
2 pound box

10

1

0 NEW GREEN

Cabbage

NABISCO (Reg. 49)
LB.

5C

Oreos
4000A 12 in

1 lb.
pkg.

'11 )
1

PARKA?

3,

Oleo

WHITE POPCORN
With Purchase One 2 lb. or 4 lb. Bag GEE GEE

EMGE All Meat
4 lb.
carton

41c , Lard

BANANAS

10 FOOD BASKETS
1 GIRLS' BICYCLE
1 BOYS' BICYCLE
(26 inch Deluxe Model)

Emge's Smoked

($1.19)

7:00 P.M.

saurday Night August 10th.T40,1mg00-:_,
No Purchase Necessary
•
You do not have to be
present of win

E BREAD
I(Y
KRAFT

2

VP°

1 lb. Pkg. All Meat

Hyde Park Round Top

ANGE

Millie

Huge
Self
-Service
• Only
Meat
Big Self
Debt.
U.S.D.A.
All Ov Or-Service
Featuring
th
Choice
e
Section
0 Hu
Beef
World
ge
Featuring
Hyde Frogen Food
Cheese
Pork Ice
frorn
0
and ice
0Fancy
Crean-) ond Creatn
tho
Ice
Gourmet
Food
Milk.ChiPt
World.
tine
Featuring
Fresh
-Foods
Pork Bakery
frorn .411
Bakery Dept.
0
Over
Featuring
Fresh
Products.
Fre ;h
Beef Cooked
Baked
Bar.13-Q
hycle
•
Dept.
Fresh
Favoritero
Fzen Sea
Feoturing
Sea
Foods
•
Bor-B-OLea
Dept
Foods
Grocery
with Aii
Delights.
tional
Gondolas
Lobel Brands,
fiiied
Plus
with
items.
We
your
selected
Rese
Fine
favorite
NaQuaky
ATRtgpt tO-17tmtThe
PriVaht

k
a air
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STORE

•

POUND

Aluminum

•

29'
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Vice Presidency Gains in Importance

Thaodorii Roosevelt

Cohrin Coolidge

Harry Troilism

Lyndon Johnson

Four 'rice presidents of the 20th century who later became president

by JOHN F. SEMIOWER

a

Ceistrat Press Associatio,
Correspondent
MIAMI BEACH. Fla, Richard M. Nixon, not to mention
his potential top rival in the opposite major party, Hubert 44.
Humphrey. exemplifies the new
image of the vice presidency as
a prime source of talent for the
presidency itself.
Once the laughing stock of
U.S. politics even to many of
Its own occupants, the vice
presidency in modern times has
become anything but a laughing matter.
This is quite apart from its
role as, successor to the presidency although that is nothing
to be deprecated either, considering that eight vice presidents
have bridged what onee was
called the gap of the "single
heartbeat" which separate!, every vice president from the
White House.
John Adams, the first *vice
president, stigmatised the posit
tion by calling it the most insignificant office that ever invention of man contrived," and
through the years this sentiment was echoed by many' of
Its occupants.
• • •
HOWEVER,in the current Republican scene there are nearly
a dozen prospects: none of
whom is likely to spurn a nomination for the vice presidency
as did Gov. Frank 0 Lowden
of Illinois in 1924 and Silas
Wright. New York Democratic
senator. in 1S44, even after their
parties actually had chosen
them
So the names of Sen. Charles
Percy of Illinois. California Governor - Ronald -11..eigan. 'Nem
York Governor Nelson Rockefeller. Massachusetts Governor
John Volpe, New York Mayor John Lindsay Ohio Governor
James Rhodes Pennsylvania

i Governor John Shafer and a ed the office by giving it a
growing list of others are being I salary of only $5,000 a year
bandied about here in connec- compared with $20000 for the
tion with the vice presidency.
president, and saddled it with
Nor does any of them seem the job of presiding over the
to feel insulted. as Sen. William Senate.
E. Borah of Idaho was reported
However, since 1949 the vice
to
.have been ,tn 1924 when he president has been a statutory
learned that President Coolidge member of the National Securhad suggested him for a run- ity Council, and he now reguning mate. Borah is supposed to larly attends Cabinet meetings
have i tiquired sarcasticolly. So he emerges as a -trainee
"Which end of the ticket," , president."
•
Although he still is the butt
_
THAT several of the current of many jokes about the supprospects, such as Rockefeller. posed obscurity of his job, a
Shafer and Rhodes, have been modern vice president is so in
less than enthusiastic over the the thick of things that it elimiNixoi 'Ciindidacy as only in the nates the traditional lack of
best and oldest tradition in status which kept John Tyler,
picking running mates to pro: Millard Fillmore, Andrew Johnvide a political or geographic son and Chester A. Arthur from
outrigger for th4 top at the even winning nomination for the
presidemy . after they .had
ticket.
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iserty on Highway 280.

borough and Sarah Odell Scarborough. property on Highway
280.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to
Ralph B. Wear and Lorena H.
Wear of Paducah; lot in Lakeway Shores.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to John
G. Piercey and Bertha L. Piercey of Nashville, Tenn.; lot in
Lakeway Shores.
Jack Beale Kennedy. Gene
Rogers,
Steely' Hibbard
and
Robert Franklin to R. Y. Northen and Irene Northen; three
lots in Camelot Subdivision.
Jack Beale Kennedy, Gene.'
Steely, Franklin Rogers, and
Robert Hibbard to Milton Jones
and Ruth Jones:- three /lets in
Camelot Subdivision...'
Kentucky Lake Development
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ceeded to -the office upon the County.
E. U. Housden and Myrtle
death of the incumbent.
Housden to Johnny H. Lovins
• • •
Cheryl Elizabeth Lovins;
IN OUR times Harry Truman and
18th Street.
and Lyndon B. John,-ion
son not only lot on North
James D. Robinson and Shin
renominated, but each

Mention of Rockefeller and
Lindsay. fellow New Yorkers
with Nixon in his relativelv recenUy acquired Manhattan residency. focuses anew upon the
Twelfth Amendment to the 1.!.S.
Constitution. adopted in 1804 went on to win the higher ofto buttress the sagging electoral rice in their own right, the Jai_
college system. .
ter by a tremendous margin
Contrary to the widespread only four years ago
notion that it .is unconstitutional
Moreover, although it used to
for a party to nominate No. 1 be said that -noliCaly runs for
and No. 2 candidates from the vice president," it was the late
same state, the Twelfth Amend- John F Kennedy's dramatic efment simply provides that a fort in 1956 to supplant the late
state'e electors must vote --for Sen. Estes Kefauver as running
one candidate who is not "an mate with Adlai Stevenson
inhabitant of the same state which catapulted him into conwith themselves.tention for the presidency - only
• • •
four years later.
IN A close electi,,n, however;
&though Franklin D Ftopsethis would cause great confusion welt's first two vice presidents.
and endanger the ticket, espe- John Nance Garner and Henry
cially with such a huge bundle A • Wallace, rather conformed to
of electoral votes as New the older pattern. FDR himself
York's.
rjaafle, his *but in national pot,Alth-nnifithe
Fait%tics as the running mate in 1920
era conceived of the vice presi- of James M. Cox. Cox lost to
dent as "the second best man" Warren G. Harding. but Roosein the whole country and it yelt_ - subsequenUy became the
seemed to work out that way only four-time winner of the
for a few years they downgrad- presidency in history

26
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Hildred Sharpe to Jack D.
Wilson and Wilma Wilson of
Orford. Miss.; lot in McElrath
Heights Addition.
Otis H. Wilson and Sylvia
Estelle Wilson to Dwayne Hale
and Janice Hale; property on
Highway 121.
Grace W. Ahart and Evelyn
Wilson to Etilis A. Puckett and,
Charlotte W. Puckett of Danbury, Conn.; lot on Highway 94.
B. Knight and Ruth Knight
to Hubert Pittman and Mamba
Pittman; lot in Hurley and RI.
ley Blood River Subdivision.
Hall Nceuiston and Wilma
McCuiston to Wayne Flora and
Faye Nell Flora; two lots in
Murraydale Heights Addition.
Lakeway Shores. Inc., to
James M. Henson and Francis
Henson of Benton Route One;
lot in Lakeway Shores.
John D Stamps and Frances
Stamps to Thomas Roberts and
Arneta Roberts; 6.39 acres on
Pine Bluff Road.
Earl Nanny and Marie Nanny to William T. Grogan and Vada
D. Grogan; lot in J. H. Farris
Estate.
Charles Caldwell, Essie Caldwell, Edward Y. Morgan, and
Lillian A. Morgan to L. E. Clifford and Margaret L. Clifford;
lot in East Y Manor Subdivision.
James D. Futrell and Nancy
J. Futrell to James D. Robinson
and Shirley R. Robinson; pro-
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REPUBLICAN CONVENTION
44(4%*DELEGATUN-* L4z

DENNY
is la

Corp., Inc., to George N. McCue

and Ruth McC,ne of Old Hickory, Tenn. 46/o lots; Freeman
Harding a:A - Bonnie Harding of
Nashville. Tenn., one lot:
Deny,* R. Ashby of Detroit.
• ., four lots; Leonard Sua
and Charlene A. Suadey of
. Manhattan, Ill., two lost; Evelyn
Miller of Morristown, N. J,
- two lots.
Kentucky Lake Development
•
Corp., Inc., to William E Mason and Alice J. Mason of Newark, Delaware, four lots; James
C. Ashby and Katherine M.
Ashby of Detroit, Mich., fourlots; Leo Mu9covalley of Columbus, Ky., four lots; Claude
D. Butler and Ola M. Butler of MIAMI BEACH CONVENTION HALL, scene of the Republican National Convention. Section on right is new enlargement.
Markham, Ill., one lot; W. L
Bridges and Elsie Bridges of
Glendale Heights, Ill., two lots;
Irene D. Grill and Patricia A
Guttawsky of Saginaw, %ch.,
,two lots.
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GRAND OLD PARTY
_A_ T NAM! BEACH

New York state is first in the
nation in production of talc.
titanium, garnet and emery.
•

•

•
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Nevada entered the Union
Ort 31 1864

•
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while Al Kahn
the Detroit Ti
cinch to win
League's Most N,
and the major
Young Award.

McLain, seek',
the first 30-game
majors since 193,
gt in the AL sinc4
his record to 22-

•

1-

• • •
Alabama Is known as the
Heart of Dixie or the C-.'ton
State.

Lo• Angeles, January 11146
his side, Ronald Reagan

UP IN THE AIR is the Republican elephant at Miami Beach
at early convention time. The observer is Kitty Kirk.
daughter of Florida's Republican Gov. Claude Kirk.

1% oh albs Nosey bi _
HOME AWAY FROM HOME for *soine 200 Secret Service. FBI.
Malta, y. Intelligent.- and other !security agents at the Republican National Conventiin is the attack transport Fre--mint (left!. It is docked near the MacArthur Causeway
t backgroundi between Miami and Miami Beach

Keegan the political speaker.

Cultural
ana
Organization
Top Translators
'UNESCO, Yugoslavia is secUNITED NATIONS 'UPI I—
ond with 3 452 titles and-(lerThe Soviet Union. with 3.96Ik maere thrrel
se-,the-3095
'titles rentains at the top of the
list of jount nes translating
Paticy•,
rooks iiceording to the Index
PLYMOUTH. England OUPI)
Translation published by the
Scientific —Problems piled up for Percy
&Swat-tonal
UN
the pelican While struttins

•

around the Plymouth Zoo, Percy was pounced .upon by Quito,
the puma. and -saved lust in
time Minus a lot of feathers,

Perd also was recovering from
a burn on hls beak after pickinu up a In cigarette butt and
a ter2 truttry received from a
malicious

ZOO visitor
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Baseball Standings
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National League
American League
W. L. Pct. GB
W. L. Pct, GB
St. Louis
71 39 .643
• '4
67 41 .620 —
Detroit
58 52 .517 13
Chicago
60 46 .566 6
Baltimore
Cincinnati 55 50 .524 13% Cleveland 60 51 .541 84
sr_
Atlanta
57 53 .518 14
57 51 .528 10
Boston
San Fran, 55" 53 _509 16
55 53 .509 12
Oakland
047
.--ecs,
Pittsburgh 53 56 .486 173) New York 50 54 .481 15
..gri
Philadelphia 50 57 .467 19'4 Minnesota
50 59 .469 17%
New York 51 61 .455 21
47 58 .448 18%
Chicago
Los Angeles 49 61 .445 22
Washington 39 68 .371 26%
Houston
46 63 .422 24%
•
Sunday's Results
4
Sunday's Results
•81.•
New York 8 Los Angeles 4, 1st Bos. 5 Cal. 1, 2ppd gm of 6-13
8•••
Los Angeles 2 New York 0, 2nd Cal. 12 Boa. 6, regular game
Cincinnati 5 Atlanta 4, 12 inns. Detroit 2 Minnesota 1
Chicago 6 St. Louis 5, 13 inns.
Chicago 7 Washington 2
Philadelphia 3 Houston 2
Oakland 5 CleveLuid 0, 1st
San Fran. 2 Pittsburgh 0
Cleveland 7 Oakland 4, 2nd
Today's Probable Pitchers
Baltimore 5 New York 3
All
Times
EDT
DON DRYSDALE, honored at a gigantic birthleft. The presentation was made by Bob Hunter,
him as a gift on his 32nd birthday by his Los AnChicago
J.
Niekro
11-6
at
Atday party in Dodger Stadium July 23, received,
Los Angeles Herald-Examiner baseball writer and
geles teammates. With him are his wife, Ginger;
Today's Probable Pitchers
lanta Pappas 7-7, 8 p.m.
among other things, a trophy for his selection as
All Times EDT
correspondent for THE SPORTING NEWS. At right,
daughter, Kelly; Wes Parker (28), and John BilPittsburgh Blass 9-3 at Los.
National League Player of the Month for May, at
Boston Moorehead 0-1 at Chithe Dodger hurler tries out the billiard table given
Angeles Drysdale 12-9, 11 p.m.
lingham (38).
.New York Koosman 14-6 at cago John 7-4, 9 p.m.
Baltimore McNally 14-8 at
Houston Lemaster 9-11, 8:30
New York Bahnsen 10-7, 8 p.m.
P.m.
Only games scheduled.
Philadelphia Fryman 11-11 at
20-14,
4
Francisco
Marichal
San
Par With
Tuesdays GAIT141
p.m.
A Pop Bottle
Boston at Chicago, night
Tuesday's Games
EL PASO, Tex. it.IPI)—U.S
Cleve. at Detroit, 2, twi-night
Open champion Lee Trevino at Chicago at Atlanta, night
Calif. at Wash. 2, twi-night
one time played golf with an Cincinnati at St. Louis, night
Minnesota at Baltimore, night
adhesive-wrapped soft drink Pittsburgh at Los Ang, night
Only games scheduled.
gew York at Houston ght
bottle instead of a club
Philadelphia at San Fran, night
By POE GERGEN
in the seventh in breaking a
UPI Sports Writer
personal
five-game
losing
Lee Ells will long remember streak. He struck out 11 and
the day because of what he saw, walked two. Al Weis singled in
Kaline's sacrifice fly.
The Baltimore Orioles beat not what he did.
the tie-breaking run in the
What Elia, a journeyman in- seventh
the New York Yankees 5-3,
inning of the opener as
the Cleveland Indians topped fielder with the Cubs, did Sun- the Mets collected 14 hits and
the Oakland Athletics 7-4 after daY was stroke a two-out pinch gave Claude 00teen his 18th
a 5-0 loss, the Boston Red Sox single in the 13th inning against defeat.
drubbed the California Angels the St. Louis Cardinals, thereby
5-1 and 12-6 and the Chicago lifting Chicago to a 6-6 victory
John Bench singled in the goBy FRED DOWN
a 2-1 victory over the Minnes- White Sox defeated the Wash- and reviving the flickering hop- -ahead run and scored an inMN Sports Writer
ota Twins. The win enabled ington Senators 7-2 in other es of a National League pen- surance tally on Tony Perez'
Denny McLain admitted for the Tigers to maintain their American League games.
nant race.
riple in the 12th as the Reds
Othe first time today that he six-game hold on first place. In the National League, the
What he saw from his usual beat the
Braves. Jay Ritchie
• may win 30 games this season
taut
seat
on
the
bench
was
30
Chicago
Cubs
nipped
the
possible
that
I'll
win
"It's
blanked Atlanta for two innings
Melodrama
at
its
best
as
the
games," said McLain. "But it's Braves 6-4, the San Francisco
in posting his first win.
not probable. After all, I've Giants blanked the Pittsburgh Cubs rallied twice to tie the
been lucky to win 22 because Pirates 2-0, the Philadelphia game. almost lost in extra innBob Bolin singled across the
the team has rallied to win for Phillies shaded the Houston ings, outlasted the great Bob Giants' first run in the fifth
me many times. I figure I've Astros 3-2 and the New York Gibson and finally emerged and hurled a five-hitter in
got 13 or 14 more starts this Mets beat the Los Angeles with their sixth consecutive tri- beating Jim Bunning, who sufDodgers 8,4 before a 2-0 de- umph and 23rd in the last 30 fered his 12th
year
loss in 16 decisgames.
"We all think that Denny feat.
ions. Dave Marshall singled in
"From a spectator's point of
Mark Belanger started a two.
is a cinch for the Cy Young
another run in the eighth and
Award," said Kaline, speaking run seventh-inning rally with a view," said Elia, who had been Bolin struck out 10 Pirates for
,for the Tiger players. "And single, scoring the tie-breaking little more than a glorified spec- his fifth victory.
that he has a good chance for run for the Orioles on a field, tator all season with the Cubs,
Pitcher Rick Wise hit his
the VP Award, especially if we er's choice, 'as Tom Phoebus "this was the most memorable second of two doubles
in the
game
as
a
I've
ever
seen,
even
raised his record to 12-10.
win the pennant."
ninth and scored the Phils' winfan. That was true whether we
Indians, Athletics Split
Ends Shutout String
ning rim on Tony Taylor's tinPinch-hitter Tommy Harper's won or lost or whether or not gle. Wise
McLain, who is 15-0 on the
also scored an earroad and 7-3 at home this sea- two-run double highlighted a I had anything to do with it"
lier run and pitched a seven!
Eventful Day
rally
son, qtrried a shutout into the five-run fourth-inning
hitter. Houston starter Don WilWhat Elia and the near-capaeighth inning when the Twins which carried the Indians to
son left the game after 7 14
gathered
city
crowd
of
47,445
their
victory
after
a
the
Athlescored an unearned run on
A weary Dick Vreek is presented the .lack Daniels Cup of Music City 250 Classic Queen
innings complaining of a chest
MeLAN
walk, a fielder's choice, an er- tics won the first game behind in steamy Busch Stadium for injury and was
Emily Jordan after sweeping to a convincing three-lap victory in the first annual race. Looktaken to a hosa Ines?
ing on eith approval is Float oss n..r firm a rd NIct ormack.
ror by first baseman Al Kaline the five--hit pitching of Chuck
pital.
while Al Kaline claimed that and Ted Uhlaender's single. Dobson and Lew Krausse.
The big blow for the Athlethe Detroit Tiger star is a The run snapped McLain's
cinch to win the American string of 26 consecutive shut- tics in the first game was a
two-run double with the bases
League's Most Valuable Award out innings.
The Tigers took a 1-0 lead filled by pinch-hitter John
and the major leagues' Cy
against Jim Kaat in the fourth Donaldson
in
a
four-run
Young Award.
,
McLain, seeking to become on Mickey Stanley's triple and seventh-inning out-burst.
Vic Davalillo had five hits
the first 30-game winner in the Bill ireehan's single and tallmajors since 1934 and the first ied what proved to be the win- and drove in three runs, inft in the AL since 1931, raised ning run in the, eighth on a cluding the tie-breaking durhis record to 22-3 Sunday with triple by Dick McAuliffe and ing a two-run eighth inning to
gain a split for the Angels after Ken Harrelson's grand
slam homer gave the Red Sox
the victory in the "opener"
Stan Musial
suspended from June 13. Davalillo doubled in the deciding
Appreciation Day"
run in the eighth and then "Stan Musial
were:
saw
scored. in a single by Rick
— Musial doned his familiar
Wreichardt, who earlier hit a
Cardinal uniform with No. 6 on
three-run homer.
trotted out to right
Tommy Davis drove in three the back and
ceremony unruns with a double and homer field as part of a
of
to lead the White Sox as Jack veiling a statue of the Hall
Famer.
Fisher won
his sixth game
—The Cubs score more runs
with relief help from Wilbur
innings than
Wood. Davis, who homered in off Gibson in 11
101 prethe first inning and hit a two- he had allowed in the
run double in the fifth, has vious stanzas.
—Billy Williams tied the
hit safely in 16 of his last 33
score 3-3 with a homer in the
at bats for a .483 pace.
seventh and Al Spangler tied
the score 4-4 in the ninth with
Just Asprorrionte
his first homer in two years
HOUSTON •UPIi — InfieldCubs.
er Bob Aspromonte is the only with the
—The.Cards fall behind 5-4
player on the Astros remaining
score
from the original Houston list in the Ilth only to tie the
-producing
picked at the Nattenal League on Lou Brock's run
single.
expansion draft in 1961.
—Chicago star Ron Santo suffer a dizzy spell in the Ilth as
Rough On
a result of the intense heat and
Long Hitters
T. LOUIS. (UPI ---,Out of fell to one knee before -being
the park homers at Busch revived by smelling salts.
—And last, but certainly not
Memorial Stadium must clear
a 10 foot, 6 inch high fence least, Lee Elia's second hit of
Distances from home plate the season — his first since
at the Cardinal ball park are April 19 in the very same sta414 feet in center field and 330 dium and his first RBI.
feet at the foul lines'.
He lined the ball to center.
Hundley scored as Joe Niekro,
1933 All-Stare
who was scheduled to start toNEW YORK 'UPI) — Five day at Atlanta, retired the
members of the- --New— York Cards in their half for the senYankees were selected for the sational win.
first All-Star game in 1933.
In other games, rookie Mike
Ty were Babe Ruth, Lou Kekich pitched a one-hitter as
Gentili, Lefty Gomez. Tony Los Angeles beat New York 2-0
Lazzeri and Ben Chapman.
after losing the opener 8-4. Cincinnati topped Atlanta 6-4 in
Sox Attendance
12 innings, -San Francisco stoppHits A Million
ed Pittsburgh 2-0 and Philadet.
BOSTON 0UPI -- The Bos- phia edged Houston 3-2.
ton Red Sox have Passed the
McLain Wins Again
million mark in home attendDenny McLain won his 22nd
ance for the second year in a
game as Detroit nipped Mirine.
rciw.
sota 2-1 in the American Lea,
gue. Baltimore beat' New York
Hulking Line
5-3, Chicago routed Washington
SOUTH BEND, Ind • UPI1
In 1967 only one football team 7-2, California defeated Boston
in the nation had a bigger de- 6-2 after losing 5-1 in a game
Pittsburgh Pirates tight fielder Ito,
SAN FRANCISCO
fensive front than Notre Damc suspended from June 13 and
berte Clemente „(211 is forced out at second in the ninth
—the Los Ani.elps RAMS of the Cleveland whipped Oakland 7-4
lousing as San Francisco shortstop Dal Lanier (22) relays to
after the A's won the first game
Nationcl
Football League
first in unsuccessful double play attempt to get Pirates Willie
•
5-0.
white
bass may
Adult fi•male
Stargen (dams. on Rob Belln's fise-hit pitching perform once,
Kekich allowed only a single
produce about a million eggs
shut out the Ph ales, 2-0..
out
for the spring spawning cycle. by Rian.L Swobrida with two
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Lee Elia Singled In Winning
Run,Saw More From Bench

McLain,Only Eight Games
Away,Admits He May Win 30

•
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TWO BIG DAYS OF
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•

lent.

FANTASTIC BARGAINS

BARGAINS ON THE SIDEWALK
IN THE STREET EVERYWHERE
Sales People in costume

•

Fun Galore

New Bargains Every Hour

MURRAY'S GIANT

SIDEWALK

Pirates Run Aground

AUGUST

•

4

SALE
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SOCIAL CALENDAR

-LECTROLUX
vice, Box 113
M. Sanders.
Lynnville, Ky.

Monday, August 5
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist Church WlIS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Codie
Caldwell at 7 30 p.m.
•••
The Kathleen Jones Circle of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Miss
Lorene Swann at 7:15 pm.
•• •

TERMITES' Ca
for free estli
guaranteed. F1'.
* Five room hous
Ward Pest Cont
Farm Road, pl

SEE US FOR .
ance needs, Fir
Hail. We also
lend on farms
property. Spam
South 4th Stn
32/33.

Tuesday, August 6
Murray Assembly No 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will hold its regular meeting at
the Masonic Hall at seven p m.
•••

The Annie Armstrong Circle
"Fashion Ins"
at all hours originate ,here. of the First Baptist Church
--Colored helts are .ito_but
sure your cent,n _is well WMS will meet at the home of
on a willowy waist line.
equipped to save you time and Mrs Robert Scott at 7:30 pm.
Pants are in. too tight ones are energy. This will include a
•••
not.
good assortment of knives for
The
Woman's
Society of
not
but
in,
are
earrings
Gypsy
and
meats
bread,
cutting
Christian Service of the First
with daytime clothes.
cheese Extra salt and pepper
United Methodist Church will
Bags are in, but wit phe bogey, shakers for this area will make
meet at the chapel at ten am.
easier.
preparation
type.
sandwich
suitcase
with
the executive board meeteyes
your
table
in
ordinary
Ice cream scoop,
Curls are in; bangs
ing at 9:15 a.m.
knives or special spreaders. botare out.
•• •
Chains are in. too heavy or too tle stoppers are needed. A small
Wednesday,
August 7
cutting board to protect counmany are not.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orsre--in:
nails
cruice
manicured
and
an
surfaces
tertop
Well
I der of the Rainbow for Girls
sher are good to have in this
red polish is out.
BLACK ORGANZA bow, buttons and wide
eRISP AND BOLD black and white cotton
WHITE ORGANZA midi fashion dramatized with verth al
will have its inspection and ofon
not
Sandals are in, but
area. You will find it exciting
patent belt spark black and white tibeenne
is used for this chic two-piece sleeveless
and horizontal black velvet lacings. perky bows and a black
ficial
visit
of
Sherrie
Tarter
of
scruffy looking feet.
to prepare that next snack withcreation by Karen Stark for Harvey Beret.
dress-Murray Neiman for Hannah Troy.
velvet belt comes also in short version. By Sam Friedlander.
Somerset, Grand worthy advis_Cut • out dresses are in, but out moving out of your tracks. or, and Mn.-Lorraine
Payne,
Amonett.
Juanita
Uri'.
not if your torso bid
-supreme charity of the InternaBy TAD MDWADY
•••
Waist lines are in; the. exat
tional Order of the Rainbow for
EACH SPRING and Sum- are few color combinations bags, shoes, gloves, hats and
going
Foods
gerated• mini-mini is
4.8 Nutrition - Food —
the fabric gamut.
resort, suburban oi.
• in-town
Girls, at the Masonic Hall at
mer, there is always new, that lend themselves to such jewelry is all that is required.
Some designers for sheer fashions of black and white
outP
are hit — great to eat and en- 16:30 pm A potluck supper will
lovely
sophistication and dra- striking, crisp fashion impact.
This season the new bodydrama and creativity have used combinations are highlights ino.
Bright arid shiny shoes an in, kiy, interesting, to prepare. be served.
ma to smart fashions that arc
Black and white in a bal- shaping silhouettes and lovely
spanking pure white and ac- many of the current haute)but not on big feet.
There's a knack to food pre• ••
created in exciting and sharply anced print, stripe or check fabrics add further power and
cented it with elegant organza couture collections. Three such
— Mrs. Catherine Thompson_ paration that adds pleasure to
Sunday,
August
It
contrasted black and white not only has this great impact chic to this color or no-color)
•••
bows, velvet ribbons, glitter- chic examples, which also feaweal planning. Mystery surThe annual reunion of the fabrics. With the exception of and looks fresh and poised but combination. Crisp opaque and
ing buttons, bindings and shiny ture the revival of the belt
You can be the washday wiz- rounds the action of ingredi- Vinson
relatives will be held
pristine spanking white and a
the combination is simple to see-through cottons to fine
patent belts.
and offer is choice of hemline
ard in the laundry room by fol- ents...and the quality of the fin- at the Ken Lake
few sun bright colors, there
pavilion. A
aecessorize Black or white in silks and easy ..are blends run
Day and evening Sunruner lengths, are shown here.
lowing these four steps: (1) ished product. In 4-H. you have basket
dinner will be spread at
Sort — White clothes, wash and a wide field for investigation.
wear, non-fast colors, nylon and How does baking powder differ
Taylor. Joe Don, Almo, Ky.
The St Lawrence seaway
woolens. (2) Inspect and pre- from baking soda? Why are
Rehearsal Dinner
opened April 25, 1959.
treat. 13) Load the machine. (4) foods blanched before freezing?
Mr. and Mrs. B. Dale JohnMake sure the family wash is What happens if fresh (instead
• • •
son, parents of Richard Barry
real clean. — Mrs Barletta Wra- of canned, pineapple is used in
There
Johnson,
are
were
more 4-H Club
hosts
for
a
din\Liss Mary Gail Cochran, the bodice and sleeves at the
ther.
gelatin salad and 'why? Have
ner for their son and his fiance, members in North Carolina
•••
oighter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
wrists,
and
a
court
train
for
you ever had a -tasting party'
than In any other stateF. Cochran, 506 Hillside Drive, back interest. Moss green vel- Miss Mary Gail Cochran, and
Extension Home Economics is to explore new and different
the bridal party, at the Holiday
Mayfield, became the bride of vet ribbon was interwoven thran :sduit educationo program foods' Nutrition is the princiInn of Mayfield, on Friday, July
Richard Barry Johnson, son of ough the lace pattern. The
-for the homemaker It reflects pal reason for our nation's good
Mr. and Mrs. B. Dale Johnson, headdresses were a profile clus- 12, following the wedding rethe needs of contemporary liv- health today. Most meals are
128 Mohawk Drive, Paducah, in ter of matching greenspray hearsal.
lag. with emphasis on nutrition, well balanced and nutritioro•
• ••
a
candlelight ceremony, solem- daisies,
manhome
economics.
family
with sufficient amounts of pr
nized
at
foot-thirty
o'clock -in • They carried nosegays -1t8etnen -- hottstitg "
4 Ilfallteins. vitamins and'ininerils fr:r
the afternoon of Saturday, July summer flowers.
and ter- adequate body growth and
furnishings. clothing -13, in the sanctuary of Seventh - Michael Has-ton of Paducah
tiles. human relations, child de- maintenance. Why don't you
and College Church of Christ, served the groom as best man. ,
velopment. and other fields. — .enroll in a 4-H foods project?—
Gaylon
Mayfield.
were
Groomsmen
Mrs. Maxine Griffin.
lairs. Dean Roper.
• ••
Bro. W. E. Wardlaw, minis- Hargrove, Paducah, Gary Col•••
ter of the church, performed tharp. Paducah, and Howard
Fresh YsoMeltieL
cho°s
One of the newest of the porthe double ring ceremony.
Cochran, Mayfield, brother of
ing fresh vegetables keep these table sewing machines truly is
The groom is the grandson of the bride.
guides in mind: Buying in sea- that: it weighs only 14 pounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Taz Taylor of AlMrs Cochran chose for her By United Press International
son; buy only what you need; The machine in its own carryBy Abigail Van Buren
mo.
daughter's wedding an aftershop carefully: buy quality. For ing case, does almost all the
Now there's a play-it-yourForming a setting for the noon ensemble of moss green self album of favorite
guides in choosing fresh vegete* sewing tasks of its big sisters.
wedding
DEAR
ABBY
I
have
been
married
for
16
years
to
a
man
pledging of the nuptial vows silk organza, fashioned with a music. The recording company
ables, contact your County Ex- the manufacturer says, It is
were white wrought iron tree sleeveless sheath dress, over says it is designed for the innamed John John has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do a.th
tension Office for the Home electrically operated.
'White Sewing Machine Co.. me anymore_ Physically, I mean He is very sweet to me. ancl
-candelabra with cathedral tap- which was worn a matching creasing number of brides who
and Garden Bulletin "How to
ers sheding a soft glow on .he- full length coat, unlined, and each year are married at home,
Buy Fresh Vegetables". No. 143. 11750 Berea Rd., Cleveland. gives me everything I want-except love.
wedding scene. Twin arrange- trimmed with Vene' crocheted in hotels, restaurants, clubs or
This pamphlet discusses select- Ohiot.I think there is someone else John is giving his love to I
• •
•
ments of white gladioli and porn lace She selected accessorios catering establishments where
ing most fresh vegetables. —
- A- new iron- has s volePlate have talked to him about this and he laughs at me. He swears
porns in white floor baskets of matching hues to complete the Usual live music is not alMiss Patricia Everett.
that does not scratch even he doesn't have anyone else. but he MUST have. After all, he
•••
flanked the scene, accented by her attire. Her corsage was of ways available. The music is
when
it
hits
a
zipper
The
seisn't an old man. .
HeOs only 41. (1 am 381 We have two
arrangements of fern. The cymbidium orchids tied with recorded' by Virgil Fox, for
Summertime finds the refricret lies in a plate of stainless children who need a lathe-, but I also need a husband. Should I
church windows held a single bronze ribbon and encircled many years organist at New
gerator center of the kitchen steel
clad aluminum, says the continue to live with John
York's Riverside Church, and
white burning taper set in with net.
without his love-2 Or should I tell him
busy a good deal of the time. company which
developed the
greenery. The family pews were
to go and live with whoever it is he is loving?, WHAT TO DO
Sandwiches, lunches and snacks -pro oe ss. Several
mother of the groom Includes such favorites on the
The
appliance
for guaranteed year 'round
marked Isiah white satin bows wore a frock of silk ottoman in pipe organ as the familiar Lohmanufacturers have put the
pest-free living
engrin, the Mendelssohn wedDEAR WHAT: Don't be so positive that John has someone
with
streamers.
•
tied
in
designed
beige,
champagne
Cs
,:eplates into their lines
ding march, Grieg's I Love
entirely
else.
It
i.,
possible
that
he
hasn't.
You
are
both
featuring
too
Mies
Sharon
Hutchinson,
sotrim
button
jeweled
DON'T WAIT—CALL TODAY
Texas Instruments. Inc.. 34
You, and less hackneyed music
young to the without love. See your family physician for an
loist and a women's a' capella an a-line skirt with an Obi
rest St , Attleboro. Mass.).
including Haydn's St. Anthony
choir of Paducah presented the sashed waistline. She wore acexamination from the neck both ways. And take John with
Chorale and Handel's Water
nuptial selections.
A new lighting fixture is decessories of matching cham- Music.
The traditional wedding mar- pagne and mortar and her cor..ned for tile ceileags. The fix,Decca, record shops and deDEAR ABBY - You had a letter in your cohnnn from a girl
:re which is 12 inches by 12
ches were used.
sage was of cymbidium orchids. partment stores)
•
,the same as a standard who told her mother that she was spending the evening at a
•
For her wedding, the lovely
ion
Recept
c:linie tile , is inserted in Place girl friend's house, but instead she went ovee there and had a
bride chose a formal gown of
Mr. and Mrs. Cochran were
a tile during ceiling installs- fellow pick her up for a pre-arranged date. Her mother found
white - silk faced peau de sole, hosts at a beautifully planned
Ft. Fisher. a Civil Wde fort
,n 'one maker says the fix- out about it and grounded the girl for a month
and peau de'ange lace. The em- reception after the ceremony in located in North Carolina. has
%Warstteraost Tereds• sot
tare meet* all building codes. pire bodice featured a scoop the Fellowship Hall of the been called the "Gibraltar of
Well. I can sympathize with the girl because the same thing
Pee Cooed Compaq
te
,Thernate, Armst rone Cork
neckline, and long tapered Church.
America ''
Pottertown Road
happened to me about a year ago You say that people lie
Co., Lancaster. Pa.,.
sleeves,
accented
at
the
fitted
"'-because they don't have the courage to tell the truth. Well I
The bride's table, overlaid
(Highway 280)
•
•
•
wrists with . appliques of peau with a white marquisette and
A new foam pillow is design- can tell you why I lied Because if I' told my mother I had a
de'ange lace. The slight and satin cover, featured white sated to hein you relax and im- date, she would ask me who with, where I met him, what his
easy belled skirt was elegantly
streamers and white
prove posture - at • the same- father did and lots of questions like that and rather ihse
_ enhanced with a border of the in bows,
Services Daily
grape clusters on the corners,
time It can be- used for read- thru the third degree. I lied • -lace pattern;- rising from the and was centered with an ar2.00 p.m. & 8:00 p.m.
ing. /or television watching,
If parents didn't insist en knowing the ''hole life- history of
sculptured hemlien to mid- rangement of white and yellow
and flag a fade-proof worktable
every boy their daughters dated, there would be a lot less
• _
knWEcorder:Mr cover.
porn poms, flanked by crystal
506 W. Main Street
Phone 753-2821
Her chaPel length train' was candelabra. The four tiered
'AVERAGE TEEN-AGER
(nanny Produces, 285 Huni: lying
Evangelist
secured at the back of the waist- wedding cake was topped with
ington Ave.. Buffalo, NT.),
DEAR TEEN-AGER: If a girl can't tell her mother who the
line with pearl beaded lace mo- a minialure bride and groom,
REV. WILLIE JOILNISO
Vey is.. where she met him, and a few facts about his family,tifs, and was embellished with and surrounded with greenery.
, color'Os—nuking a strong
she shouldn't be dating him Srry boy who would *kids
a wide border of the peau
of . magnolia
Arrangements
comeback In nien's hoiseryoo fan
dote.
of the
,up at near girl friend's ,bouse and permit her hi lie
ange. lace applique. it flowed greenery and a single taper
sport as well as dress socks.
to her
gracefully as she descended the were placed in each window.
Flint Baptist Church'
mother is bad news.
•
•
•
aisle on the arm of her father,
Miss Marilyn Bennett, cousin
— Everyone Welcome —
•
The average temperature In
who gave her in marriage.
of the bride, presided at the
Salt Lake City in January is
DEAR ABBY: I am 13 years old and have a paper
route I
She selected a matching peau guest register.
26 5 degrees
work hard at it and. if I have to say So myself. I do a
de'ange lace elbow length Mangood job.
Serving at the reception were
I get the newspapers there on time, always put them
tila Veil, which was caught to Miss Sherry Turnbow, Miss Nanwhere the
customers can get them. and I have never had any
a pillbox headdress, designed cy Mullins, Miss Brenda Feast
complaints.
My complaint is that my parents won't let me do what
especially for .her gown.
Miss Carolyn Wilson, and Miss
I want
The bridal bouquet was fash- Diane Youngblood.
to do with the money I earn. I want to buy a
motor scooter
ioned of white gardenias and
have the money saved up and know whe-e I can get a
After the receptibit the coureal goodwhite satin streamers, tied in ple left for a wedding trip . to
deal on one I'm not old enough to get a licence to deo+ oro•
laver's knots.
the Smnkey Mountains. Upon
but I coull get it and drive it around on the hack
roads at".Miss Ann Page, of Cuba, cou- their return they will be at
it is safe Please say a good word for,me. My
parents read ..oti
sin of the bride, was the maid home at 316 Harahan Blvd., Po
like they read the' Bible
of honor. Miss Sarah Smedley of due's Is.
Paducah and Miss Martha Ter'
For traveling the bride wore
OF SR DOLi•IE: It doesn't matter if aou
have enough
ry of Melber, college roommates an aqua blue shantung frock
mones to bie, a CADILLAC. Your parents
permissionas more
and sorority sisters of the bride, with black patent accessories.
important than the money involved. Heed their
advice. son
served as bridesmaids. Miss Her corsage was a white garyou will never regret it.
Tammie Johnson of Paducah, denia from her bridal bouquet.
sister of the groom, was the junOut of town guests included
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Everybody has a problem What's yours* File a-personal
a
ide:
Imra
eid.
iorThber}
L. Wilson, Mildred Hatcher,
reply write I. Abby, Rol 19706. Los Angeles Cal:,- NM and,
ttired in formal Patsy Gillespie. LiStsSr Petty,
eselose a stamped, self-addressed envelop,
gawns .of greenspray silk, and Jan Jones, Bill Wilson, Paul
11 Ton through 20 Ton
worsted, fashioned -with an em- flelliday, Carol Wilson, and
753-6168
MURRAY. KY.
Olurray Hwy
501 N 4th ST
Mayfield, Ey
HATE TO WRITE LE'TTERS' SEND SI TO ABBY, ROX
bidice and scoop neckline, Jane Bryan, all of Murray.
pire
le
687110, LOS ANGELES, CAL., 1000, FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
Open Fri(1,1 Night Until 8:30 p. m.
featuring lung sleeves. Accents' Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Taylor,
"HOW TO %JUTE LETT13ts FOR ALI. OCCASIONS.of white Venice lace defile Alm°, Ky Me- and Mrs. Cecil
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Must be r
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Iliss Mary Gail Cochran Becomes Bride
of Richard Barry Johnson At Mayfield

'Dean.-741311.
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Doctor May Cure
Union Without Love
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it makes good sense _
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POPLAR
SPRING
Baptist-Church
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Murray Loan Co.

•
f

MONEY HEADQUARTERSI-•

de.

A FEW DAYS ONLY
Summer Skirts, Pants, Shorts,
Blouses akricl Jackets

CLAUDE VAUGHN
Plumbing & Heating Co.

$2.00, $3.00, $4.00 and $5.00
Summer Dresses

Authorized
FEDDERS

$6.00, $8.00, S10.00, 11-2.00
$15.00 and $20..00.

Sales & Service

....*,,••••emeerveselall••
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THE air was f
s clatter of wi
a huge white, is
to find its way
wikiering light a
space of the st
It settled in a
stairs, folding
blinking its bil
eyes.
"So that's thi
ton," Erik WI
wonder how it
I see. A window
en. Probably taw
last winter."
Then he turn&
in a half-tolerani
"I believe yol
has been too at
Luise. You have
with skeletons ti
•
His gaze stay,
he smi'ed a little
"You look very
green dress. A
figure in the mur
I hadn't notic
The light was be
ors ,had faded
even now that E
my attention to
close the study 1
It was a descri
1.) a bearded king,
both wearing SME
walked in a gard
a troupe of courti
the royal couple £
ed in a grotesque
He was, I supp
jester, and it
have seemed so s
his was the fig'i
bourne remember
A of as he lay in ti
'world of the.dyini
this moment, as
in.my
... "I know, I knc
exclaimed. "This
where Cristina h
airman." I pointee
"That's the secre
"Now. Just a
your imagination
with you again."
"And when
Otto locked it up
would discover t
though how an
don't know. The
speak."
-You are wn
voice from the do)
Otto who locked
It was I."
Frue Dorothea
the half-light. SI
Akcome up the stair
How long had st
'
,
ing there listening
tiered.
"You. .Maniar
-Then perhaps yi
the reason." ,
-And perhaps.
Dorothea, looking
can • tell me why
o.
Ft otti the.
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The Influenza epidemic of
HELP WANTED
1918 killed an estimated 20
TWO WAITRESSES full time. million persons around the
At least one year experience. world.
• • •
Must be neat, pleasant appearance, references. Starting, $1.15
Nellie TaYloe Ross, the naper hour.
tion's first woman governor,
WANTED short order cook, full was elected in Wyoming in
time. Experience, references. 1924 to succeed her husband
Day shift, must know how to who died in office.
• • prepare foods and general kit
The first steam - heated
ellen work. $1.25 an hour starting. No phone calls. Apply Ge- building In America was the
no's Italian Restaurant, Chest- Eastern Hotel, which opened
its doors In Boston in 1846.
nut, after 4:00 p.m.
A-6-C
• • •
The United States grows,
FRONT END AND frame man,
acquainted with boar equip- manufactures and consumes
ment. Top wages. Write: Box more tobacco than any other
country in the world, says Col148 or call 733-3517.
A-7-C
lier's Encyclopedia.
WASH BOY, 18 years old or
older. Write Box 148 or call
753-2617.
A-7-C

FOR SALE

BEAUTIFUL AKC Miniature 1958 fit.) sPORTS CAR. Good
Poodle puppies. Will be ready condition Phone 753-6347.
for new homes middle of AugA-8-P
-LECTROLUX SALES& Ser- TWO
FRESH HEARING AID batter- ust. Call 753-2234 for appointBEDROOM
furnished
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
ies for Beltone and other make Malt.
A-5-C '65 VOLKSWAGEN, Excellent
apartment with den and kitchen
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176,
condition. Good tires and mechbearing aids, Wallia's Drugs,
combination. Couple only. LoLynnville, Ky.
Murray, Kentucky.
H-Aug.-5-C cated 100
TIC BABY GRAND piano. Pnone anically sound. Contact Lloyd
South 13th Street,
753-3610.
A-5-C Todd, 753-2202 after 5 p.m.
TERMITES? Call Ward Termite Kelly's Pest Control.
Tractors. Lawn
T.F-C SUBURBAN
A-9-C
for free estimate. All work
mowers. Paulen chain saws. 86 MODEL EARLY American
guaranteed. Five year contracts. ROOMS for rent. Boys.
Seaford
Lawn
mobile
Like
and
56'.
home,
x
12'
Garden
1963 CHEVROLET Impala,
Private
4
* Five room house treated, $65.00. entrance, air-conditioned,
1
2 miles west of new. Also 67 Model Curtis Ma- door
near equipment, 2/
sedan. 1960 Oldsmobile 88.
Ward Pest Control, 1612 College college Call 753-4828.
this
Hardin.
Phone 437-5312.
Color TV, radio and steno Double
A-16-P
power. Local car. Cain
Farm Road, phone 753-6501.
Aug.-13.0 combination. Practically new. and Taylor
Gulf Station. CornFor more information dial 435,- er of
H-Aug.-15-C TWO BEDROOM air-condition6th and Main.
ed house trailer, on private lot MASSEY FURGERSON baler, 4292.
A-6-C BURROUGHS Corporation is ex
A4-P
SEE US FOR ALL your insur- three miles from Murray. No New Holland rake, New Holland
panding. Leader pu
business
ance needs, Fire, Auto, Life or boys. Call 753-2561.
machines field offers opportA-6-C conditioner. Will ball all three MOTEL 11 UNITS with swimREAL
ESTATE FOR SALE unity with professional prestige
Hail. We also have money to
togother or conditioner separate ming pool. Large restaurant and
from baler and rake. All in two bedroom home. In Mo.
lend on farms and residential
to persons of stability with sell.
good condition. Call John Mc- Ozarks. Terms. Byerfinder, Sikproperty. Spann & Wilson, 202
SERVICES OFFERED
MUCK HOME at 1612 Loch ingzxperience (and aptitude for
Cuiston, Route 2 Purysar, Tens. eston, Mo.
South 4th Street. Phone 753our products) or strong account1-T-C Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2
baths,
3474069.
3263.
A-16-C
living thorn, built-in kitchen ap- ing experience. Good salary,
CLTSTOM BUILDING, residentplus real incentives. Established
1-62 GALLON American stan- AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE pliances, library 14' x 22' with
bright carpet colors
ial and commercial. Rustic Calterritory, no traveling. All embuilt in
bookshelves, entire
-- Core Them with Blue Lustre. ifornia styling. Free estimates. dard electric hot water heater.
house carpeted, central heat ployee benefits.
1-30 gallon State electric hot
''Rent electric shampooer el. can Cliff Finney 489-3958.
U you feel qualified, phone
and
air conditioning. Lot 80' x
1964
FORD
water
Galaxie
heater.
500;
1
real
sump
pump.
1
Big "K".
A-10-C
for appointment. Confidential,
Aug.-12--C
Alco American furnace, natur- low in ,eage 1965 Oldsmobile 220'. Call John Redden, 753Mr. Clint Buil, 320 N. Main.
PEP UP with Zippies "Pep
al gas. 1 lot of inside and out- 98, 4 (.)or hardtop. All power 4937 for appointment.
Evansville, Ind, Phone 4234459.
Pills" nonhabit-forming. Only KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST: side doors. Call 753-4417 alter and fat ary air. Cain and TayAug.-27-C
An Equal Opportunity Employ
$1.98. Holland Drugs.
1-T-P.11 Wall to wall carpets, rug and 5:00 p. m.
TIC lor Gul Station. Corner of 6th
er.
upholstery
A-9-C
cleaners. Carpets
and Main.
A-8-C BY
OWNER: three-bedroom
REDUCE SAFEly, simply and and furniture cleaned, tinted LATE MODEL Singer dial and
house, gas heat and air-condi- TWO EXPERIEN‘MD waitressfast with GoBese tablets. Only and do-asothed. Call 433-4221. sew Zig-Zag sewing machine.
1962 OLIYSMOBILE, Super 88. tioning. Large lot on 10th St. es, steady work, unemployment
98c at Holland Drug.
A-7-P-H
Aug.-22-C Sold new for $319.00. Does
Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p. m. insurance. $1.25 per hour wages
everything,
no
attachments two door nardtop. 1965 LaSabre
TFC guaranteed.
Kentucky
Lake
needed. Just assume balance of Buick, with double power. R-?.al
Lodge Restaurant, Aurora, Ken$61.03 or $5.40 per month. Call nice. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta753-8888.
A-54 tion. Corner of 6th and Main. COUNTRY HOME for sale by tucky. Phone 474-2259. Ari-C
A-8-C owner. Spacious ten room home
GIRLS CLOTHING, sire 12-14
with full basement. four bedand up. Phone 489-2041. A-3-C 1984-OHRYSLER Newport with rooms, two:, fireplaces, attached
double garage, sundeck, large
ONE PRACTICE piano. Good power steering and Drakes ana
A settled couple needed to Manage small hotel
factory air. 1965 Impala, two shady lot. Five miles south of
condition.
$60.00
apartment
operation. Two room
Phone 753furnished. Age
door hardtop. Local car. Cain Benton on Highway 641. 822,4699.
A-5-C
inirnatreial as long as physically able to work.
A-3-C
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- 800. Phone 527-9319.
Must be neat in appearance, personality. EveryA.6-C
1968 HONDA Scrambler, 305 cc, er of 6th and Main.
BARGAINS FOR THE WEEK
thing is furnished. No investment. E2Perience Is
chrome fenders, only 980 miles,
Apply in Person
1965 MUSTANG Convertible IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION
not essential, but is helpful. Duties will be com3 months old, still under guar289 motor, 4 barrell canburat LARGE building lots - price
plete responsibility of operating hotel, clerical
antee. See at 1501 Johnson.
At
or, automatic, power steering ranging from $1200.00 to 12400.work, housekeeping, janitorial and maid service
A•11-P and brakes. Red with white
top. 00. No down payment and
Oversee additional help as needed. If interested
1958 /
1
2 ton truck. Cain and _small monthly payments.
write at once giving information as to availaFARM LAND for sale. No Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of FREEMAN JOHNSON - Realtbility, salary required and other pertinent inforA-6-C or, 753-2731.
buildings, 40 acres of level land 6th and Main.
A-13-C
100 Maple Street
mation to P.O. Box 32-X, Murray, Ky. 42071.
In highest state of cultivation
All in permanent pasture. Well
ltc
fenced, on blacktop road. Phone
489-2141.
A-8-P
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CHAPTER 28
rudely left a party which you reputations for cruelty and vi'THE air was full of dust. The came all the way from London olence. I knew this when I marI clatter of wings went on as to be present at. I should have ried. But I loved Maaneborg.
a huge white • ow tried blindly guessed your motives were not and I began to have a dream
to find its way out of the be- all from friendsqip."
If only the shadow could be re"There are thiNgerm entitled moved. I've suffered very much
wildering light and the confined
space of the stairway. Finally to know!" I said hotly. "I've for Otto, and now for Dinna.
it settled in a curve of the been hurt enough at Otto's poor child."
stairs, folding its wings and hands. I can live a bit better
"But not Erik? Not Niels?"
blinking its big blind golden with my injuries if I know the
"Erik is lucky so far."
reason for them."
eyes.
"So far." said Erik, the tight
"Luise is right," Erik said in look back in his face.
ID "So that's the family skele"But Niels," said Frue Doroton,' Erik Winther said. "I his sane, calm voice. "Otto has
wonder how it got inside. Oh. behaved unforgivably towards thea with delibration, "will be
I see. A windowpane has brok- her. She is entitled to know perfectly all right. Liselotte will
have nothing to worry her. She
en. Probably blown in by a gale why."
For a moment it seemed as if can be something unique, the
last winter.''
Frue
Dorothea was going to first happy wife at Maaneborg.
Then he turned to look at me
keep her hostile attitude. Then And she need have no fears
In a half-tolerant way.
"I believe your imagination suddenly she broke down, her about her children."
The long, angular. resolute
has been too strong this time, face in her hands, her shoulders
Luise. You have filled the room shaking. I had to listen hard face was turned to Erik and me.
The strange pale eyes glowed.
with skeletons that don't exist." for the muffled voice.
"It has all been so bad for so
I felt for Erik's hand, and
His gaze stayed on me, and
lcng. Poor Cristina-watching curled my fingers Within his
he smi'ed a little.
-You look very pretty in your her having to be a wife to a palm.
"I think I guess.- I said.
green dress. A little like the man whom she suspected of
"You only guess"" said' Erik
figure in the mural behind you." being a traitor watching. her
I hadn't noticed the mural. gentle spirit break. It was too "You are not usually so slow.
The light was bad, and the col- heartbreaking. She was only un- !Luise. Mama has been telling
ors had faded so much that faithful to Otto once, and that I us something in very plain
even now that Erik had drawn for such a short time. I believe language. My nephew - Niels is
my attention to it, I had to go it was her single happiness in not my nephew at all."
all her life 'at Maaneborg." I
"He is Alan Melbourne's
•
close the study it.
It was a descriptive painting: understood now the years of gift," I breathed.
"He is the heir to MaaneI I a bearded king .and his queen, strain that had brought the
both wearing small gold crowns, granite look to Frue Dorothea's burg," said Frue Dorothea. and
she sounded like Moses reading
walked in a garden, followed by face.
I said warmly, "So that is the first of the Ten Commanda troupe of courtiers. In front'of
the royal couple a dwarf cavort- why you tried to stop my mar- ments.
rying Otto. You knew I wouldn't
It was still not clear Otto
ed in a grotesque dance.
Winther hated Niels because he
He was. I supposed, the court be happy."
"It wasn't you I was protect- was not his son. That was why.
jester, and it should hardly
have seemed so significant that ing, Luise. I must confess that " as soon as Cristina died, he
"Then who?"
wanted desperately to have a
his was the figure Alan MelInstead of answering. Prue legitimate son so that Niels
bourne remembered. and talked
of as he lay in the strange half- Dorothea stretched out her could be deposed as Otto's heir.
But how had he ever been acW world of the-dying. But it'did, in
this moment, as 'light exploded
"I love Maaneboig." she WWI cepted as the heir?
"You know so much. I supsaying. "I came here as a bride
In my brain.
"I know, I know, I know!" I when I was seventeen and I pose I must tell you the whole
exclaimed. "This is the room loved it from that moment. I story," Frue Dorothea said
where Cristina hid her British had a good husband. I would "But I mutt ask you to give me
airman." I pointed at the dwarf, have been completely happy but ; your promise you will never tell
"That's the secret."
for one thing. The Winther dis- any of this to anyone. I have
often been tempted to tell you,
"Now, Just a minute, Luise. ease."
your imagination is running off
"But didn't my father die Erik. But Luise? Can I trust.
with you again."
from a fall off a horse?" Erik you?"
' "You can trust me." I said
"And when Cristina died, asked.
11110tto locked it up so that no one
"No,'he died of the Wiet_her quietly.
would discover her secret, al- disease. He had an attack while
"The only people who have
though how anyone could. I out hunting, and so had that I ever known are myself: Otto.
don't know. The dwarf can't fatal fall. It was quite unmis- and.Cristina's loyal and faithful
speak."
takable. His face was still in maid, Helga Blom, who is now
"You are wrong." came a the throes of his fit when he dying. There have been rumors,
was not was discovered."
voice from the door.
of course, but no one eve,
Otto who locked up-tite room.
Frue Dorothea walked across guessed the truth. Least of all
It was I."
the room and stood against the Niels. He loves Maaneborg even
Frue Dorothea stood there in
more than I do. Now he is to be
wall the inutal behind her.
the half-light. She - must have
the next Greve, and nothing
Erik's
and
"Otto's
father,
was
silealy.
very
stairs
the
up
Akcome
must be allowed to change
WFH ow long had she been stand- a kind and good man. His ill- that."
ness hadn't twisted
his
mind.
wonI
us?
to
listening
ing there
I had a swift thought abbot
With Otto. unfortunately, it
dered.
my lost baby, a sort of shadow
certain
has,
to
a
extent.
I,think
Erik.
"You. ,Mania!" said
Greve Of Maaneborg in limbo
"Then perhaps you ran tell us you have found that _out, Luise."
nodded
I
the reason." ,
laibte confrootri Otto with
"Cristinii fritiptit it out. too.
-And perhaps," said Frue
Dorothea. looking at me. "you Before Otto. thelle have. been • his crime,
To Fre Coatoial 4 Tomorrow
van. tell me why yOu have so ether Winthers„„who have had'
1987 198S by Dorothy Erb-n
rt0111 118.. novel putiliefied by Coward-McCann. Ire'. Copyright
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The first automobile trip
across the United States, San
Prancisc0 to New York, came
in 1903.
• • •

by Ernie Bushmiller
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TO THE CRABTREE CORNERS
HIGH SCHOOL, PLEASE

YOU SAID IOU WANTED
TO GO WHERE, LADY?

YOU'RE MISS
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YES, MR.
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— MURRAY. ilINTUCILY
orateItwenty-six countries, visited in
mission fields and toured the
Bible lands during the put
twenty years.
(Continued Preen Pure 1)
Honors Conferred
outstanding
Three
honors
stalled for forty-seven persons
with pne each for the organist have been conferred upon Dr.
Chiles. These were the Alumni
and the pianist.
The pulpit chairs are uphol Citation by Georgetown College
stered in wine and the carpet in 1953 for outstanding achievements in the ministry, Doctor
mg on the altar is green.
The organ was delivered in of Divinity degree by the same
the fall of 1966, but the remo- college in 1956, and a plaque
deling program was not com- by the Kentucky Baptist Conpleted until the summer of vention in 1966 commemorating
1967. The last organ in the his years of outstanding serchurch had been used for thir- vices to and through that organization.
ty years
As an author Dr. Chiles has
A new piano for the church
was purchased about fourteen written various articles which
years ago with the help of Mrs. hare been published in differR. G. Humphreys, the former ent denominational papers, writShirley Joyce Chiles. who had ten a number of pamphlets and
won a gift certificate toward booklets with the Baptist Sunday School Board: Nashville,
the purchase of a piano.
The organ was purchased for having published 3,077,000 cop$24.615. and the remainder of ies of one of them, written comthe remodeling costs was $13,- ments on the International Ser385, which has all been paid ies of Sunday School lessoris
with special offer-nip for the since January 1, 1950, which
SOVIET-CZECH POwW0w The atmosphere. seems grins at Cierna Nad Tisou as Soviet
LEGISLATORS — Two of the MOSI interested nuctaters at Fancy
organ and from the regular have been published in Baptist
left and czech delegations face each othr across the "liberalization- conference table.
Murray,
papers and in secular daily and
church budget.
Pish
adre were Charlie Lassiter, four-time state representative from
Soviet leaders from left are Alexander Shelepin. unidentified Politburo member, Presiand
newspapers, written
1111111:1111ern of Benton, wise has seryed slew terms in the House a
Members of the organ and weekly
and
dent Nikolai Podgorny. Communist party' chief Leonid Brezhnev, Premier Alexei Kosygirr
pulpit committee were A. W. comments on the Life and Work
ben bon upoinr.
and Mikkail Suslov The Czech leader upper righti is Alexander Dubcek. (Cablephofoi
.
C
Russell, chairman, W. R. How- Series'of Sunday School lessons
ard, minister of music, Ray since May 14, 1967, which have
Brownfield,-W.--IL- Perry,- Galen been published in different BapThurman. Jr., and Dr. H. C. tist state papers.
Family Life
99 Chiles.
Census — Adults
Dr. Chiles and his wife, the
Building Programs
(ComeNuseed Pram Pm. —
9
Census — Nursery
This is the third building or former Elizabeth Mitchell, re(Continued From Page 1)
They asked all kinds of people
Admissions, August 2, -196$
remodeling program that the- side at their home on Elm
if they would like a nice little -.Q — Will the new surtax on
A. B Cloys. Route 1. Murray;
puppy in their home and fin- incomes which is retroactive to Mrs Wilma Lyles, Route 1, Mur- church has been involved dui- Street. She is a hative of head Street, Nashville, Tennthe pastorate of twenty Georgetown and a graduate of
ally found one for my sister,, last April 1 apply to the educe- ray
James Hart Jr.. 1504 Hen- mg :;
essee.
Angel. But that still left me iAtonal allowance I receive from
Murray: •ss Barbara years of Dr. Chiles who came to Georgetown College.
Ave.ry
The manager of the local
They
have
from
one
Murray
Barbourville
on
daughter,
Mrs.
and they were going to have to the Veterans Administration tun- Harrod, Route 5. Murray; Euria
store, Tom Hopkins, is 29
B.
G.
Humphreys
who is a gradleave' in three days. Then same- dee the G. L Bill?
Winchester. 901 North 16th St..; August 1, 1948.
uate of Murray State and In- years old and comes to Murone told them about you and -- -Murray; Mrs. Carrye Hughes.; The educational building was
diana Universities. Her hus- ray from Murfresboro. TennesA — No. Educational allowhow you might be able to help
311 South 13th Street, Murray:' started in 1949 and completed
band, Rev. Humphreys, is past- see. He is married and his wife
knee,
and
compensation
pens1950
.
In
1956
the
sanctMay
them and me through your
ILilson Black. Route 1. Farm- In
daughter Melinda,
or
of the Highland Hills Bap- Ann and
and
insurance
even
ion,
G.
I.
uary
of
the
church
was
made
newspaper.
ington. Mrs Helen Key, 808 W.
six years old live at 1628 Magdividends are exempt from taxti.st
Church,
Fort
Thomas,
Ken.
Now, thanks to you 1 have a
Davis Street. Dallas, Tex.: Ar- larger by being extended easttucky where he has served for' nolia Drive here in Murray.
. ation. including the new surnew family with two children
thur Kinel, 302 Pine Street, ward and this was completed in i
tax. The only taxable VA pay,more than four years. Mrs.
He has been in the grocery
y; Baby girl Franklin. Rt.
who lave me so much. They're
ment is the in
earned on
Also during Dr. Chiles' past- Umphreys is the church or- business for sixteen years and
Benton.
real nice people and I'm going
I G. I. insurance dividends
attended
Middle
Tennessee
• orate the church has completed!ganist•
Dismissals
Thisleft
is
h
to be a happy puppy and all of !
Rev. and Mrs. Humphreys State University at Murfreeson deposit wit the
t
VA.
my troubles are over. Thank
Arthur Kinel. 302 Pine Street, a parking lot on the south side '
I not considered a veteran's beneand their two children, Cheryl boro.
you again many times. It's just
Murray; Mrs. Eunice Morton, of the church buildings. Expend
fit and must be reported as
and Robert Scott, reside in
itures
of
the
church
during
the
Martha
Route 1 .Hazel; Mrs.
such people like you who make
Mr. Hopkins said today that
Fort Thomas,
earned income.
Trousdale, Route 1. Mayfield; past twenty years have been
this a nicer world for little puphe and his family already like
Q — A decreased veteran Byron Sykes, 210 Woodlawn. S2,018,088.67.
pies. You're the kind of man
'Murray and have been imhad active service in both
GLENN HALL, the meet merit*. nurturer at the now
During Dr. Chiles' ministry
Murray; Dwayne Burkeen, Rt.
whose shoes I like to chew on
pressed with the spirit of coworld War I and World War IL
Cooper-Martin grocery in the Bel-Air Shopping Center Is
most Your little friend. Taffie
1, Dexter: James Stephens, 1654 here 3.080 persons have united
FOUR-H OUTING
operation
and
friendliness
Will a burial allowance of $250
shown standing beside a prime sidle of beef which is handled
Calloway Ave.. Murray; Harold with the church, twenty-eight
here.
by the grocery firm. Hall, from Gallatin, Tennesso• now lives
Now, how about that. That's be paid for each period of ser- Colson, Route 5. Murray; Mrs. have entered the ministry.
Four-H members in Calloway
The family are member's of
at the Shady Oaks Trailer Court on the Mayfield Highway.
nicest letter
we , vicel
about the
Kathryn Wright. -Route 1, Mur- fourteen have entered the min- County participating in the trip the Baptist Church.
He has had nine years experience as a meat cutter.
have received in aome
ray: Mrs. Judy Mastera (Eddie): istry of music, one has entered to "Ole Kaintuck" Territory,
Mr. Hopkins today extended
It was signed by a paw print! A — No. The Veterans Ad- 306 North 4th Street. Murray; the ministry of education, and Kentucky Dam
Village, and an invitation to the general
ministration may pay up to, Mrs. Cora Burkeen. Route 3. ten have gone out as missionto make it official,
Nkating rink in Benton on Tues- public to visit the new store
but not more than, $250 toward Murray; Kelly Outland. 809 Sy- aries.
day, August 6, will board the tomorrow and
anytime this
W. are not sure but vie think this veteran's burial expenses. camore Street, Murray; Albert. Dr. Chiles has preached 4,180 bus at the extension office at week to enjoy the
many specreimbursement
7th St. - 753-1751
claim
for
The
Traffie hired a ghost writer
Cunningham. Route 6. Murray; sermons with special preparat-• three p. m. Transportation and ials offered.
expenses
of
this
burial
must
be
by the name of Miss Mary Jo
Mrs. Mary. Hendricks, 102 N. ion made for. each sermon. de- picnic will be furnished by the
CoLelosure of 1107 Main Street filed with the VA within two 6th Street, aturfay: William
livered 218 addresses, officiated Calloway County 4-11 club counyears of the veteran's burial.. day. Route 6, Murray; Mrs Juto help on the grammar.
at 141 weddings and 364 fun- cil. Four-H members will be
his family should contact the lia Pike. Box 603, Murray; Ederals.
responsible for their tickets to
Just on. of life's unexpected nearest VA office for assist- die Gregory, 900 Story Ave.,
Kaintuck.
Outside Ministry
Little pleasures which we pass ante In."taining.*3 burial
—
First -Baptist Ch
it
CtP ra CEd"-- - The
Alab5r
-boy
311urraY'
14
;
on to you for your enjoyment. lowance.
diej..306 North 4th Street, Mur- minister has been active in min
.-Q — I was recently separat- ray.
istry outside the church. He has
Life offers many forms of en- ed from active duty after three
; served as moderator for two
joyment and we embarked on years of service. However.
Census — Adults
97 j years and clerk of the Blood
one Saturday night Literally now belong to an Organized Re. 19Association
Census — Nursery.
River
which
trains
unit
two
serve
when we boarded the Twin
' Admissions, August
ug
3, 19018—
October
Baptistr1960 to the present;
Lakes Queen at the Ken-Bar days each month and two weeks
Dale Boren. Box 194, Dover, been a member of the executive
Boat Dock along with some each summer. Will this Reserve .Tenn.; Mrs. Velie Jones. Route
service increase my education 5. Benton; Fred Thompson, Rt. board of the Kentucky Baptist
inore folks
and training benefits or add to 1. Hardin: Mrs. Wilmoth Ray, Convention for thirteen of the
time in which I can use 1200 Main Street. Murray: Clay last twenty years and served as
the
There was Jack Staulcup and
president of the convention
G.
I. Bill home loan entitle- Brewer. Route 1. Murray; Mrs. 1954_56.
his band in one corner of the my
lower deck and off we went. inept!
Harriet Phillips. Box 5, Joppa,
Dr. Chiles has been a memIt was night time and the lake I A — No. The Post-Korean Illinois; Baby girl Jones, Rout,
. ber of the Board of Trustees of
was black, but lights could be GJ Bill, which grants veter- 5, Benton,
Georgetown College; president
seen on shore and on passing . ens such as you with active
Dismissals
! of the Kentucky Baptist Pastboth
Jan.
duty
31.
after
1955
irons.
Mrs. Martha Rudd, 50 Shady;
education and training and Oaks Tr. Crt.. Murray. Mrs Mar- or's Conference, president of
Kentucky Alumni Association of
Twin-tabs Queen cruised home loan benefits, excludes garet Cancott. Route 1,, Murray;
Southern Baptist Theological
out into the big lake. went 'Reserve training from this pro- Mrs. Geraldine Boza, Route 1,
Seminary; member of the Cornthrough the' canal and into gram. ..
Benton, Mrs. Wilma Lyles, Si mittee on Boards and of
EiteHowever, you are already en- 1, Murray; Mrs. Cleo Garland,:
Barkley. then back again
Lake Barkley,
cutive Committee of the SouthA thoroushly enlovable trip - titled to the maximum of 36 Route 5_ Mayfield tcagLjy.
eFR.-Baptist--Genven4+.,--Eht-10
education and train- man. 1627 Miller Ave., Murray;
and one that was new to us: monJl
ter for six years.
mg benefits by virtue of your Roger Joseph, 205 Frankie
The Murray minister has
three years of active duty.
Lane. South Fulton, Tenn.;
GETS OFF Frner VenezueYou must complete this tra- Charles Lents, 202 E. 14th St., served on numerous important
lan' dictator Marcos Perez
on
committees
both
the state
ining within eight years after Murray, Alonzo Ingram to Cony,
REIDLAND SPEAKER
Jimenez looks happy as he
leaving active duty. And you Div . East Spruce Street, Slur- and southwide levels. addresswaves goodbye to jail in
ed
the
Kentucky
Baptist
Past.
Bro. Bill Threet, minister of have 20 years from the date of ray, Baby boy Rudd (Bruce), 50 or's
Caracas. He was convicted
Conference
three
different
the Seventh and Poplar Church your separation from military Shady Oaks. Murray; Baby boy
of embezzling $13.4 million
years, preached the annual serof Christ. Murray. will be the service to use your G. I. Bill Boaz Robert), Route 1, Benton,'
in government mcney during
mon at the Kentucky Baptist
speaker Thursday evening a t home loan entitlement.
Baby boy Calcott (Thomas), Rt. Convention in 1953, and
his decade in power. and
delivAny time you have .a quest- 1, Murray.
the Reidland Church of Christ
ered addresses to faculties and
was sentenced to four years,
ion
about any of your veteran
during its annual Family Bible
students of thirteen colleges and
one month and 15 days in
t•
School. His subject will be 'God benefits, check with your nearPortugal has the worlds universities, and Southern Bap.
...00000eoc ONE HOUR SERVICE
prison, exactly the time he
Speaks to Today's World About eat Veterans Administration of- largest codflshing armada-6E tist
Theological Seminary' in
spent 'there between arrest
_dice for the answer and assist. ships and 5.400 men.
Family Life".
•
Kentucky, in addition to other . and the end of his trial. Now
lance.
•'
colleges and seminaries in othhe's in self-imposed exile in
- The state tree of M1s.sOuri is
er states.
the Canary Islands
the flowering dogwood.
Dr. Chiles has traveled in
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FLOATING NOTE RETURNED/41AR LATER 'Gail v Sh4V4I point,
0, U c.ipv Thisn. South Africa. where the note
to the
in his hand was picked up in a bottle ."," year after h.- threw
it into- the Stillaguainis:i River at Si iSle Wash The !Vote
isteisi for a postcard , It W.i1. sent back by a Sosith Africa
nstruction contras-tor who said his sofflound it
•

Mayor Holmes Ellis presented Mr. Julius Sanditen.
Erectrtive VIco-Chairman of*, the
Board of OTASCO with • certificate lest week naming him as
an "Honorary Citizen of Mur. ray". Mr. Sandifer' was in Murray last week fo .. the opining of
the new OTASCO store located in the Bel-Air Shopping Center. Both Mr. Ellis and Mr. Sandifer, are In thy, foreground
in the background Bob Billington at the left and Owen
BIlllngswn at the right. Directly beMayor Ellis is Abe Brand, president of OTASCO.
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